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A postflr¢ safely factor based on material decomposition depth and the actual prefire
imulation thickness measurements:
- acted 9refire insulation thickness measurement
material decomposition depth
ADIE_IVE/COHESIVE FAILURE
Adhesive Failure at the interface of two materials leaving a relatively
smooth surface on the exposed material.
Cohesive Failure within a parent material leaving a jagged/rough
surface on the exposed material.
Hot gas pa_t a seal as evidenced by visual soot deposition.
BLOWHOI .E/GAS PATH
Terminated TypicallyGas penetration terminating within the
evidenced by soot.
Tarough Gas penetration completely through the RTV. Typically
evidenced by soot.
CHAR
The substance remaining after the resin in the virgin material has been extracted by hot
gases.
A postfire safety factor based on material decomposition depth and the prefire
minimum 1U drawing thickness:
CSF = material prefire minimum 1U drawing thickness
material decomposition depth






Can be wiped off w/th a dry rag. A stain may remain that
cannot be felt with a 5-rail brass shim stock.
AR_er wiping with a dry rag, corrosion can be felt with a 5-mii
brass shim stock.
After corrosion is removed, resultant pitting is present.
DELAMINATION
Failure within nozzle phenolic ocoarring between plies.
missing material.






A continuous pattern of shallow erosion with an axial length
greater than the circumferential width. Typically occurs on
the forward exit cone aft end.
Erosion with a steep edge at the forward edge of the anomaly.
Pocketing typically occurs at the bondline interface.
A continuous pattern of shallow wavy erosion, l_jpically
occurson the throatring.
Localizedshallowerosionwithoutsteepedges.
FIEf D JOINT ADHESIVE BONDI.INE
The region of the tang and clevis insulation contact where the pressure sensitive
adhesive is applied (from the tip of the J-leg outboard 1.5-to-2.0 inches). This definition





An apDearance of abnormal erosion on the forward or aft
ramp area of the factory joint insulation where the ramp is
eroded in a local/zed region further axially than the
surrounding areas. It is most apparent at ply overlaps.
Charred insulation and particulate slag.
Crack in the insulation with no measurable depth. Usually
seen on clevis insulation.












Localized severely eroded region into the insulation.
Insulation color ranges from tan to orange to dark brown.
Thin membrane of insulation 0ess than 0.020 inch thick)
located at the edge of the insulation surface. Insulation
flashing may or may not be securely bonded.
A non-adhes/on between insulation plies.
Localized recess in the insulation pattern.
Bondline failure between the Chemlok ° and the case or
between the Chemlok ° and the insulation.
Insulation color ranges from light green to all shades of ol/ve
green. Polysulfide color ranges from orange to tan to brown.
MATERIAL DECOMPOSITION DEPTH (MDD)
The depth of material that is eroded, charred, or heat affe_ed.
MDD = l'refire Insulation Thickness - Postfire Insulation Thickness
I_073q _-TO-CASE JOINT BONDUNE
The polysulfide adhesive region of the aft dome and fixed housing insulation joint
contact extending from the forward edge of the joint to the wiper O-ring. This definition
is not the same as the CEI definition of a bondline.
Porosity Region in the nozzle-to-case joint polysulfide adhesive which
contains small bubbles. Porosity is normally observed in the
s_ep region of the joint and in the heat affected region at the
forward end of the bondline.
The separation of several adjacent charred CCP plies crear/ng mbsurface voids. This
condition usually occurs near the char line well away from the flow surface, but may
occur near the flow surface and become exposed by wedgeouts or popped pries during
cool-down. Typically occurs on the cowl ring and aft exit cone.
PLY WRINK]JNG
Deviation of phenolic plies during the cure process resulting in a wavy ply configuration.
t_c .o TWR_ Jv_








Polysulfide is dark or black in color with a glossy appearance.
Polysulfide ranges in color from orange to tan to brown.
Displaced CCP material that is parallel to the ply angle of the nozzle component.
Occurs during cool-down.
POSTFIRE INSULATION THICKNESS 0/IRGIN INSULATION)












Width, essentially zero (have to open up to find the damage)
and depth greater than 0.005 inch.
Width 0.005 inch or less and depth 0.005 inch or less.
Width less than 0.020 inch, but greater than 0.005 inch; and
depth less than 0.010 inch, but greater than 0.005 inch.
V'mible evidence of incomplete flow or knit of the elastomer
material (circumferential or radial).
Tightly adhered, not separable, does not open when lightly
probed.
(ii) Separable: VLq_Hy _ dosed. Separates when lightly probed.
(i/i) Open-" Obvious separation or gap.
Foreign material enclosed in the seal material.
A pocket of air or constituent material enclosed in the seal
material.
Seal material pinched and/or cut due to extrusion under
pressure or an overfill condition.
Glossy and/or hardened surface due to hot gas impingement.
Seal material missing clue to hot gas impingement or blow-by.





Uniform liner coverage identified between approximately 10 and 75 percent of a
region.
THERMAL PROTECTION REOUIREMENT
Pmtflight insulation thicknem which is reqmred to:
a. Ensure the case segment insulation-to-case bondline temperature does
not exceed 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
b. Ensure the insulation-to-case bondlines at the case field joints, factory
joints and nozzle-to-case joints do not exceed 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
c. Ensure the igniter chamber internal and external insulation-to-case
bondlines do not exceed 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
d. Ensure the insulation-to-case bondlines at the ign/ter adapter-to-igniter




Areas of no adhesive. May be encapsulated or at edge of
bondline.
Encapsulated areas of no RI'V. Does not include scalloped
are_ on forward or aft edges of RTV fill.
Miming CCP material that is parallel to the ply angle of the nozzle component. Occt_
during cool-down.
WET SOOTING
Sooting identified within the case field joint adhesive bondline at the ID tip of the J-leg.
Soot is deposited on the surface of the insulation during joint flexing at splashdown.
Wet sooting is eas_ removed with a solvent, leaving a dean insulation surface with no
heat effects.
M_
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is the final report for the Clearfield disassembly evaluation and a continuation
of KSC postflight assessment for the 360T021 (STS-45) RSRM flight set. All observed
hardware conditions were dooumented on PFORs and are induded in Appendices A through
E. This report, along with the KSC Ten-Day Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report
(TWR-61502), represents a summary of the 360T021 hardware evaluation. The
configuration evaluated is documented in TWR-60467. Disassembly evaluation photograph
numbers are logged in TWA-1982.
The RS_ 360T021 flight set disassembly evaluations described in this document were
performed at the RSRM Refurbishment Facility in Clearfield, Utah. Figure 1 details the
RSRM case nomenclature used in this document. The case segments and nor, les were
shipped from KSC Hangar AF and disassembled at the RSRM Refurbishment Facility in
Cleadield, Utah. The final factory joint demate occurred on 02 October 1992.
Detailed evaluations were performed in accordance with the Clearfield PEER TWR-50051,
Revision A. All observations were compared against limits that are also defined in the PEEP.
These limits outline the criteria for categorizing the observations as acceptable, reportable,
or critical. Hardware conditions that were unexpected and/or determined to be reportable or
critical were evaluated by the applicable CPT and tracked through the PFAR system.
•c.m_ sqmms
Figure 1. RSRM Case Descdption
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Prime Equipment End Item Detail Specification, Part I of Two Pans;
Performance, Design, and Verification Requirements, Space Shuttle
Redes/gned Sofid Rocket Motor CPW1-3600 For Space Shuttle Solid
Itocket Motor Project, Operational Flight Motors (RSRM--4 and
subsequent)
360T021, srs-45, Clearfield Postflight Photo Log
KSC Posttlight Engineering Evaluation Plan (PEEP)
Clearfield Post_ght Engineering Evaluation Plan (PEEP)
SWS-45, 360T021, KSC Process/ng Configuration and Data Report
Postflight Hardware Special Issues for 360T021, STS-45 Clearfield
360T021 KSC Ten-Day Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report
RSRM Hardware Assessment at KSC (Presentation of 3601"021 PFARs
to RrRB)
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lhble 1 provides a summary of all post_ght-related Squawks/Prelimina_ PFARs, PFARs,
IFAs and SPRs for 3_1.
Table 1. Summary of 360T021 Activity
Sau_d_/Prdim PFARs _ _As
KS(: 11 7 0
Cleartidd 16 i 0




A list of all 360T021 PFARs is included in "IItble 2. This includes Squawks and Preliminary
PFARs that were written and not elevated to PFARs. Information on postflight Squawks and
IFAs can be found in TWR-61502.
3.1 CEI Specification Compliance
Based on hardware evaluations at KSC and Clearfield, as defined in the respective PEEPs
(TWR-50050, Revision C and TWR-50051, Revision A), all hardware met the CEI
specification requirements of CPWI-3600A.
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The following sections detail, by component, the hardware condition observed at Clearfield.
4.1
Internal insulation _-valuatiom of the igniter insulation, case acreage, factoryjoints and liners
are mmmazized in the following sections. PFORs documenting the observations are found in
Appendix A.
4.1.1 Thermal Performance Evaluation
Summaries of the safety factors for the nozzle-to-case, field joint, factory joint' case acreage
and igniter insulation are found in "lhble 3 through Table 7, respectively. All safety factors for
these areas can be found in Appendix E, Tables I through 22. Note that all joint insulation
regions, including factory joints, must meet a minimum safety factor of 2.0. A minimum safety
factor of 1.5 is required in the acreage insulation regions. The igniter insulation forward of
the igniter nozzle insert (Zone A), req¢ires a minimum remaining insulation thickness of
0.010 inch.
l_reliminary PFARs 45C-15 and 45C-16 were written for apparent Compliance Safety Factor
violations (see Tables 4 and 5). These violations were attributed to inaccurate measm'ement
data. All other safety factors were within CEI specification limits. All thermal protection
requirements were met.
4.1.2 Internal Insulation Samples
The RH forward center factory joint and flap bulb region had insulation samples removed at
three degree locations as specified in the Clearfield PEEP. No voids or other anomalies were
found in any of the samples.
One additional sample was removed from the LH forward center acreage region per AO
4C6-49. A 25-inch Iong"ridge" in the insulation was noted at 90 degrees, 85 inches forward
of the tang. Dissection of the sample showed that the ridge consisted of a localized build--up
of insulation. Thickness in this region measured 0.26 inch compared with a nominal of 0.120
inch. No unbonds or other anomalous conditions resulted from the ridge.
4.1.3 liner














IWm. Compllanee MTm. Actual
Safety Factor Safety Factor






Aft Field Joint, LH
Aft Field Joint, RH
5.1 106.0, 150.0 5.4,
5.2 46.0 5.6
Center Field Joint, LH
Center Field Joint, RH
9.1 106,0 9.9 106.0
10.8 60.0 11.2 60.0
Forward Field Joint, LH
Forward Field Joint., RH
13.2 30.0 14.1 30.0
11.8 46.0 12.7 46.0
• Minimum required joint insulation safety factor is 2.0.





Table 4. Summary of 360T021 Factory Joint Insulation Safety Factor_
bfm.
Station Compliance Safety Degree lVfin. Actual Safety
Joint anches_ _ * Location _ *
Aft Dome/ 56.0 3.42 0.0 3.98
Stiffener LH
Aft Dome/ " 56.0 3.57 226.8 4.23
Stiffener RH
Aft Stiffener/ 177.7 2.18 0.0 3_36
Stiffener LH
Aft Stiffener/ 177.7 2.38 180.0 3.56
Stiffener RH
Aft Stiffener/ET 299.1 3.25 90.0 5.00
Attach LH
Aft Stiffener/ET 299.1 2.82 226.8 4.53
Attach RH
Aft Ctr 13-I 161.4 1.22"* 270.0 3.54
Aft Ctr RH 161.4 1.87"** 270.0 4.81
Fwd Ctr LH 161.4 3.47 270.0 9.10
F.wd Ctr RH 161.4 2.02 226.0 5-38
Forward Cyl./Cyl. 162.0 2.67 286.0 3.96
L/-I




















Dome/ 321.0 2.91 286.0 3.46 286.0
Dome/ 321.0 2.99 154.0 3.52 154.0
Minimum required joint insulation safety factor is 2.0.
Prelimina.w PFAR 45C-15 written for apparent CSF violation.
Preliminary PFAR 45C.-16 written for apparent CSF violation.
CORPORATION
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Table 5. Summary of 360T021 Case Acreage Insulation Safety Factors
Min. Min. Actual
Compliance Safety Station Degree Safety Factor Station Degree
Factor (CSF) * finches) Location ¢ASF) * finches) Location
Aft Dome, LH 2.28 45.0 270.0 2.46 45.0 270.0
Aft Dome, RH 2.26 45.0 90.0 2.51 45.0 90.0
Aft, I./-I 2.06 158.5 226.8 2.07 145.5 0.0
Aft, RH 1.88 145.5 136.8 1.90 145.5 136.8
Aft Ctr, I./-I 1.22"* 161.4 270.0 2.57 71.5 136.0
Aft Ctr, RH 1.27"** 30.7 0.0 1.93 30.7 0.0
Fwd Ctr, LH 2.91 163.0 270.0 4.22 126.0 316.0
Fwd Ctr, RH 2.02 161.4 226.0 5.38 161.4 226.0
Forward, I.,H 2.02 263.0 286.0 2.15 263.0 286.0
Forward, RH 2.05 312.0 286.0 2.30 187.0 154.0
*m
Be.
Minimum required case acreage insulation safety factor is 1.5.
Preliminary PFAR 45C-15 written for apparent CSF violation.
Preliminary PFAR 45C-16 written for apparent CSF violation.
1.1.1 Igniter
A summary of the igniter safety factors are shown in Tables 6 and 7. All safety factors for the
igniter can be found in Appendix E, Tables 21 and 22. The igniter insulation condition was
typical of past flight motors.
1.1.2 Igniter Nozzle Insert
LH
The postflight insert throat diameter measurements were 6.534 inches at 0 degrees, 6.508
inches at 60 degrees, and 6.588 inches at 120 degrees. Using the maximum postfire
measurement provides a thermal factor of safety of 5.7.
RH
The postflight insert throat diameter measurements were 6.569 inches at 0 degrees, 6.649
inches at 60 degrees, and 6.621 inches at 120 degrees. Using the maximum postfire
measurement provides a thermal factor of safety of 5.1.
Rt'VlStONA ooc NO. TWR-60695 [vo_.


















Table 6. Summary of 360T021 Igniter Insulation Safety Factors
Min. Min. Actual
Compliance Safety Degree Sat', ..' Factor
Factor (CS1;3 * Station Location (ASF) * Station





2.65 3 270.0 2.90 3
6.74 9 270.0 7.17 9
4.55 9 0.0 4.92 9
4.65 11 240.0 5.64 11
3.86 11 180.0 4.68 11
4.79 10 270.0 4.95 10
2.98 10 60.0 3.13 10
3.31 403** 286.0 4.01 403**










Minimum required safety factors are 1.5 for the chamber and adapter acreage and
2.0 for the igniter joints.
Forward dome outer joint station (inches).







Note: The minimum required thickness is 0.010 inch.
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4.1.6 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Insulation)
TWR-60635 identified areas for special evaluation for 360T021. The single insulation issue
is listed below with the results.
1. Condition: Asymmetric erosion (pocketing) was identified on the internal insulation on
the aft dome to stiffener factory joint on FSM-1, and RSRM-13. Other aft
dome factory joints which have been evaluated at KSC include RSRM-12,
RSRM-11, and RSRM-14 through RSRM-20. Minor occurrences have
been seen on several of the aft dome factory joints on theses segments.
During the investigation of this condition, a similar surface condition was
visible on internal insulation on the forward ramp of the aft dome factory
joint of the recently cured RSRM-21A aft segment. Several profile plots
were taken at the high and low surfaces at this joint.
Results: Asymmetric erosion regions were observed at the aft dome factory joint
during postflight inspection at KSC. Profile plots were taken at these areas
after segment rinse by Thermal Insulation Design. The prefire profile plots
were compared against the postfire plots. The conditions noted prefire were
in the same locations as the asymmetric erosion noted postfire. This
indicates that the "asymmetric erosion" is primarily a result of prefire
insulation layup rather than actual erosion.
Asymmetric erosion patterns had been previously identified on the
stiffener-to-stiffener and aft dome factory joints of several flight and static
test motors. The most severe evidence of asymmetric erosion occurred on
the RSRM-13 aft segments.
As part of the asymmetric erosion investigation, prefire insulation contours
were examined on the RSRM-21 aft segments which had recently
completed insulation cure. There was a significant difference observed
during the visual examination of these two segments. The RSRM-21B
segment showed contours which were fairly smooth and uniform, while the
forward ramp region on RSRM-21A showed surfaces which was similar to
the postflight contours identified on RSRM-13. Prefire contour maps were
taken at several locations of the RSRM-21A aft dome factory joint.
Comparison plots, shown in Figure 1-5, Appendix E, provide the prefire
and postflight contour maps taken on the RSRM-21A aft segment. These
plots show that the prefire and postflight contours were very consistent, with
REVISION B
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only a slight increase in erosion seen on the forward ramp. No other areas of
asymmetric erosion were identified. Engineering felt that the asymmetric
erosion identified on previous motors was actually a product of the prefire
insulation contour.
The erosion identified on the forward ramp appears to be a result of normal
flow over the factory joint. A propellent void or other defect in this region
would result in erosion toward the casewall, as well as into the ramp, which is
not evident in these regions.
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4.2 Case. Seals. and Joints
Seal and joint evaluadom of the S&As, factmy joints, nozzle internal joints, and leak check
port plugs were performed. PFORs documenting the observations are found in Appendix B.
4.2.1 S&A
Figure 2 shows the Safe and Arm device (S&A) configuration. The following is a summary of
the assessment observations.
LH
l_ypical sooting was observed up to but not past the forward primary rotor shaft O-ring. Soot
was not observed past any pressure seal.
Medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed on the entire surface of the rotor shaft spring.
Corrosion on the spring had not been previously reported. Preliminary PFAR 45C-11 was
written.
Foreign material (copper-like) was observed on the OD surface of the rotor shaft secondary
seals. The material appears to have been introduced during the leak test of the primaJry and
secondary seals. This B-B was assembled prior to a change implementing use of an in-line air
filter which should correct this condition. Preliminary PFAR 45C-12 was written.
Foreign material (green particles) was observed in the ullage cavity region of the rotor.
Preliminary PFAR 45C-13 was written.
Material was miming from the last two threads of the 198-degree SII. No raised metal was
observed. Preliminm7 PFAR 45C-14 was written.
RH
No anomalous conditions were observed.
Typical sooting was observed up to but not past the forward primary rotor shaft O-ring. Soot
not observed past any pressure seal.
_/pical manufactured deformadom were observed on the seal washer of both SHs from both
S&A devices.
4.2.2 Case Pacto_/Joints
The facm_ joints were inspected by Quality Assurance atClearfield.Allfourteen"factory
jointswere ingood conditionwithno heavy corrosionon any of thejoints,No O-ring heat
effector erosionwas observed.
OOC NO.
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4.7.3 Internal Nozzle Joints and Seals
Detaih concerning the nozzle internal joint performance can be found in Section 4.3.
4.2.4 Port Plugs and Port Plug Seals
s&A
"I'nere were no an(_malous conditions observed on the S&A leak test ports, plugs, or O-rings.
rmm= 0ium
There was no heavy corrosion observed in any of the leak check ports.
Internal lqo221e Joints
A scratch was observed on the underside of the leak test plug head and could be felt with a
5--mil brass shim stock. The scratch was approximately 0.20 inch long with one end
approximately 0.07 inch from the plug shank and was continuous to the outside edge of the
plug head. Preliminary PFAR 45C-07 was written.
4_.5 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Case, Seals, and Joints)
1. Condition:
lt_mlts:
The _.,l-Iforward stiffener segment has been scheduled for limited use. The
letter '2.? was branded on the part adjacent to the weather seal at the forward
end of the segment.
The letter *'1.7was relocated next to the part number in accordance with the
DR disposition (reference DR 123069-01).
2. Cmdition: Discoloration exists on the RH lightweight attach case cylinder tang
extending forward 3.0 inches maximum at 0 degrees and circumferentially
from 354--0-6 degrees on the inside diameter.
Rlumlts: The assessment of this factory joint was performed as required in the PEEP.
No anomalous conditions were noted.
3. Cemditioa: The nozzle fixed housing forward end bolt chamfers and spotfaces have
previm_ been affected by the glass beading operation during
refurbishmeat. Material was deformed or renmved from the edge of the
chamfer. This condition, along with defects to the Packing with Retainer
(p/R) and _d housing spotf_ could compromise the P/R seal A_
condition may exist on this flight set.




Results: The spotfaces and chamfers of both fixed housings were assessed and no
rounding, deformation or other metal damage was observed. Only typical
disassembly damage was observed on the Packings with Ret_.iners.
4. Condition: A recent seals audit identified discrepancies between the Refurbishment
and process finalization specifications (STW7-3434 and STW7-3450,
.r_pectively) and Engineering requirement drawings. The specifications do
not provide adequate criteria to define the throat support housing forward
and aft seal surfaces of nozzle Joints 3 and 4.
Results: The throat support housing forward end sealing surface was a.sses_d and no
seal surface damage or corrosion was observed. Heavy corrosion was
observed on the aft end seal surface of both the LH and RH throat support
housings and was documented on Preliminary PFARs 45C--02 and 45C--01,
respectively. No other seal surface damage was observed.
4.3
Figure 3 defines the internal joint nomenclature and details the internal nozzle joint
configuration used in this report. PFORs documenting the observations are induded in
Appendix C.
"I'necondition of the 360T021 nozzle internal joints was generally typical of previous flight
nozzles. _ was below the char line in all joints. The primary and secondary O-rings in all
joints showed no signs of blowby, erosion, heat effect or disassembly damage. There was no
significant metal hardware damage.
The following sections provide detailed _ents of nozzle internal joints, bondline
conditions, char and erosion performance, flex boot and flex bearing condition, and throat
erosion data. Detailed bondline inspections were conducted after insular/on was removed on
all subassemblies. The outcome of special issues and concerns for this nozzle flight set is
presented in Section 4.3.19.
4-3.1 Nose Inlet/Flex Bearing (Joint 2)
LH
There was mimg of RTV and EAgl3NA adhesive, which is a normal condition for this joint.
RTV was below the char line around the _ circumference. _ical amounts of soot entered
the joint between the layers of RTV and adhesive. Soot reached the primary O-ring
interm/ttendy around the circumference. The heaviest area of soot was from 336-0-96
SPACECP_.4T/C_S
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degrees. No distinct gas paths were observed. There were no heat effects to the metal,
phenoUc_ or O-rings.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was observed
in the nose inlet housing bolt holes. Light-to--medium corrosion was observed on the forward
end ring flange and the cowl housing. No other metal damage was observed.
No bondline separations were observed on the nose inlet assembly or cowl assembly.
RH
This joint also showed mixing of RTV and adhesive, with _ below the char line around the
complete circumference. Soot entered the joint between the layers of RTV and adhesive and
reached the primazy O-ring interm/ttently around the circumference. One gas path was found
at 10 degrees.
Foreign material was found on the primary O-ring and on the downstream side of the O-ring
at 13, 14, and 17 degrees. Preliminary PFAR 45C-06 was written as a result of this condition.
Samples of the material were taken for laboratory analys/s. The material was found to be a
mixture of soot, HD-2 grease, and methyl chloroform. It was determined that this material
was not present during motor operation but was introduced at disassembly. Methyl
chloroform is used to clean the threads in the three forward end ring jacking screw holes just
prior to joint demate. If excess methyl chloroform is used, it can spread out away from the
hole, pick up contaminants such as soot and grease, and deposit them in areas where they are
not normally seen. There were no heat effects to the metal, phenolics, or O-rings.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No _ grease was found in
the nose inlet housing bolt holes. Medium corrosion was observed on the cowl housing. The
forward end rin8 flange forward side had light-to-medium corrosion. No other metal damage
was observed:
No bondline separations were observed on either the nose inlet assembly or cowl assembly.
4.3.2 Nose Inlet/Throat Housing (Joint 3)
LH
The KI'V reached below the char line around the full c/rcmnference. No gas paths were seen
in this joint.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No _ve grease was found in
the bolt holes. IAght-to-med/um corrosion was visible on the inboard edges of the throat
housing and nose inlet housing joint metal surfaces. No other metal damage was observed.
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Separations within the CCP were observed on the throat assembly with a maximum radial
width of 0.05 inch at the following locations: 357--0--23, 48-to-68,132-to-142, and 269-to-275
degrees. No bondline separations were seen on the nose inlet assembly.
RI-I
IU'V was below the char line around the full circumference, and reached the primary O-ring
from 135-to-143 degrees. Uncured _ was found at the deepest part of the joint from
120-to-140 desrees. No gas paths were seen in this joint.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt hole& Light corrosion was vim_ole on the inboard edge of the throat housing
intermittently around the circumference.
Metal-to-adhesive separations were observed at the forward end of the throat amembly with a
nmimum radial width of 0.005 inch. The separations were seen intermittently around the
circumference.
4.33 Throat/Forward Exit Cone (Joint 4)
l./-I
The RTV was below the char line over the fidl circumference of the joint, and reached the
primmy O-ring around 90 percent of the circumference. No gas paths were seen in the RTV.
Grease did not interfere with the RTV backfill in the joint.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. Intermittent medium-to-heavy
corro_on was observed on the throat aft end primmy O-ring sealing surface. Intermittent
medium-to-heavy corrosion was also olmerved on the forward exit cone axial metal surface
between the secondary O-ring and adhesive bondline. The heavy common extended onto
the secondas 7 sea/ing surface from 25-to-35 and at 190 degrees. Preliminary PFARs 45C-02
and 45C-03 were written as a result of these conditions,.
Eleven snubber axial shim retainers and bolts were damaged due to splashdown. Four of the
retainer bolts were fractured. No other metal damage was observed.
A metal-to-adhesive separation was _ on the forward exit cone assembly forward end
from 300-0-30 degrees with a masimum radial width of 0.040 inch. A metal-to-adhesive
separation was also observed on the throat assembly aft end around the complete
_:umference with a ma=imum radial width of 0.022 inch.
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The RTV was below the char line around the entire joint circumference, and reached the
primary O-ring over 75 percent of the circumference. There were no gas paths in the
Grease did not interfere with the RTV backfill.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was typical. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was
observed on the throat aft end primary O-ring sealing surface intermittently around the
circumference. Pitting was Seen in this area. Preliminary PFAR 45C-01 was written as a
result of this condition. No other metal damage was observed.
A metal-to-adhesive separation was observed on the throat aft end around the entire
circumference. The ma=imum radial width of this separation was 0.040 inch. Two
CCP-_ separations were observed on the forward exit cone assembly from 65-to-120
and 140-to-215 degrees. The maximum radial width of these separations was 0.060 inch.
4.3.4 Flex Bearing/Fixed Housing (Joint 5)
LH
The _ coverage in this joint was typical and reached the primary O-ring at 300 degrees.
Intermittent encapsulated voids were observed in the RTV due to the assembly process. An
area of foreign material was found between the primary and secondary O-ring grooves at 352
degrees. The material was confirmed by laboratory analysis to be RTV and measured
appro_6mately 0.50 inch in diameter. Preliminary PFAR 45C--04 was written.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the aft end ring bolt holes. Intermittent medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed on the
inboard aft lip of the aft end ring. No other metal damage was observed.
Typical sootingwas seen on the bearing protector and flex boot ID. No bondline separations
were observed between the inner boot ring and the fixed hous_g.
_rpical disassembly damage was observed on 61 of the 72 Packings with Retainers.
RH
The RTV coverage was nominal but did not reach the primary O-ring. Intermittent
encapsulated voids were observed in the RI'v' due to the assembly process.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No em:essive grea_ was found in
the aft end ring bolt holes. Intermittent medium-to-heavy corrceion was observed on the
inboard aft tip of the aft end ring, No other metal damage was observed.
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"l_pical sooting was seen on the bearing protector and flex boot ID. No bondline separations
were observed between the inner boot ring and the _ed housing.
"l_ical disassembly damage was observed on 67 of the 72 Packings with Retainers.
4.3.5 Aft Exit Cone Bondlines
LH
The separation mode was 5 percent metal-to-adhesive, 5 percent within the adhesive, and 90
percent within the GCP. No corrosion was seen on the metal sarfaces. The largest adhesive
void measured 30.5 inches axially by 1.80 inches circumferentiaUy. This void was located
41.75 inches from the forward end at 340 degrees.
RH
The separation mode was 5 percent metal.to-adhesive and 95 percent within the GCP. No
correeion was observed. The largest adhesive void measured 3 inches a_ally by 1 inch
circumferentially and was located one inch from the forward end at 22 degrees. Intermittent
small voids were seen in the polysulfide around the full circumference.
43.6 Forward E_t Cone Bondlines
LH
"l'ne separation mode was 17 percent metal-to-adhesive, 25 percent within the adhesive, and
58 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was seen in the areas of
metal-to-_ separation. A total of 18 adhesive voids exceeding 0.5 inch in diameter
we,'e found.
RH
The separation mode was 31 percent metal-to-adhesive, 19 percent within the adhesive, and
50 percent adhesive-_ Medium-to-heavy corrosion was seen in the areas of
metal-to-adhesive separation. A total of nine adhesive voids _g 0.5 inch in diameter
were fotmd.
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4.3.7 Throat Assembly Bondlines
LH
The throat inlet ring separation mode was 25 percent metal-to-adhesive, 10 percent
adhesive-to-GO, 10 percent within the GCP, and 55 percent GCP-to-CCP. The throat ring
mode was 100 percent metal-to-adhesive. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed in the
areas of metal-to-adhesive separations. Four branch-shaped voids were found in the throat
ring bondline near the aft end. These voids are typical observations in the throat ring and are
caused by air entrapment during the bonding process.
RH
The separation mode for both the throat inlet and throat rings was 100 percent
metal-to-adhesive, which is within the RSRM experience base. Heavy corrosion was seen
over 95 percent of the bond surface. _ical bondline voids were seen near the aft end of the
throat ring.
4.3.8 Nose Inlet -503/-504 Rings Bondlines
LH
The separation mode was 78 percent metal-to-adhesive, 7 percent within the adhesive, and 15
percent adhesive-to-CCP. Medium-to-heavy corr_ion was observed in the areas of
metal-to-adhesive failure. Two voids exceeding 0.5 inch in diameter were present in the
forward nose ring bondline.
RH
The separation mode was 96 percent metal-to-adhesive, 1 percent within the adhesive, and 3
percent adhesive-to-CO. Light-to-heavy corrosion was seen intermittently over the full
length and circumference. Only one void exceeding 0.5 inch in diameter was found.
4.3.9 Nose Cap Bondlines
LH
The separation mode was 10 percent within the GCP and 90 percent GO-to-CO. When the
re_g GCP was removed from the housing, the secondary failure mode was 4 percent
metal-to-adhesive and 96 percent adhesive-_. Medium corrosion was seen in the areas
of metal-to-adhesive separations. Two voids exceeding 0.5 inch in diameter were observed in





The separation mode was 5 percent within the GCP and 95 percent GCP-to-CCE Upon
removal of the remaining GCP, the secondary failure mode was 10 percent metal-to-adhesive
and 90 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Intermittent light-to-heavy corrosion was seen on the
forward 3 inches and aft 2 inches of the metal bonding surface around the full circt:mference.
A total of five voids were found that exceeded 0.5 inch in diameter.
4.3.10 Cowl Assembly Bondlines
LH
The separation mode was 100 percent metal-to-adhesive. Heavy corrosion was seen full
circumference on the metal bond surface and on the chamfer at the forward end of the cowl
housing. A total of eight bondline voids were found, and all were in line with the shear pin
holes. Several of these voids showed grv intn_on from the cowl-to-nose cap radial
bondline.
RH
The separation mode was 100 percent metal-to-adhesive. Heavy corrosion was seen full
circtmfference on the metal bond surface and on the chamfer at the forward end of the cowl
housing, Four bondline voids, all in line with shear pin holes, were seen.
Soot was observed in the bondline at 10 degrees. The soot was at the forward edge of the
bondline and measured 0.75 inch axially by 1.20 inches cirtatmferendally. Preliminary PFAR
45C--08 was written as a result of this condition.
4.3.11 Fixed Housing Assembly Bondlines
LH
The primary separation mode was 30 percent metal-to-adhesive, 50 percent
adhesive-to-GCR and 20 percent within GCP. Upon removal of the remaining GCP, the
secondary failure mode was 100 percent adhesive-to-GC"P. The 30 percent metal-to-adhesive
primary separation mode was outside of the RSRM experience base. Prefiminary PFAR
45C-09 was written.
Several areas on the ID of the GO bonding surface appeared to have been inadequately grit
blasted, resulting in the adhesive-to-GO failure mode. Preliminary PFAR 45C-10 was
written as a result of this condition. No voids exx:eeding 0.5 inch in diameter were found.




The primary separation mode was 67 percent within the GCI', 32 percent GCP-to-CCP, and
less than 1 percent for both adhesive-to-GCP and within the CCP. Upon removal of the
remaining phenolics, the secondary failure mode was greater than 99 percent
adhesive-to-GaP and less than 1 percent metal-to-adhesive. Intermittent resin rich areas
were seen at the forward and aft end of the GCP bonding surface. A total of eight voids
exceeding 0.5 inch'in diameter were found. The largest void was at 28 degrees, four inches
from the aft end of the bondline surface, and measured 1.0 inch axially by 0.4 inch
circumferentiaUy.
4.3.12 Ultrasonic Inspection of Fixed Housings
A steel-side ultrasonic inspection of both fixed housing assemblies was conducted prior to
washout. The purpose of this inspection was to detect any voids or unbonds present in the
adhesive bondline.
The condition of the fixed housing bondlines as determined by the ultrason_ o. inspections was
generally satisfactory and was typical of prev/ous flight fixed hous_gs. Several scattered
adhesive voids less than one inch in diameter were found on both fixed housings; however, no
large, continuous voids or unbonds were detected.
4.3.13 Char and Eros/on
Char and erosion margins of safety are summarized in "l_ble 8. The char and erosion data
tables for each component liner can be found in Appendix D. Measurement stations showing
blank lines mear_ _h._t data was not available due to missing material. All stations showed
pos/five margins of safety. There is no char and erosion data for the aft ex/t cone due to the
loss of the carbon phenolic liner at splashdown.
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Table 8. 360T021 Nozzle Char and Erosion Minimum Margins of Safety Summary
i i i
Peal _/t Cone -- LH
Peal Exit Cme -- IU4
T_o,t AtJab_ -- LH
_.,.t X=,,,_ --Jm
P..d No.e (-593)andAft _
(-504)_ -- LH
r-wdN_,e (-_3),nd _'t _
(-_04)R/nSs--
N_.e CapAumb_ -- LH
_o,e C.p A,,mb_ -- 1_
__m,VOBR -- LH
Cm,VOBR -- RH
0-.,'7 0.26 O._ 0.27 _A _A _A _A
I • 4.6 S U _ _
1 2 4 _ 8 _ U
I 2 4 6 8 _ U 14
_ 22 34 _ X
0.23 0.39 0.23 0.35 0.37 0.21 0-_
0.21 028 0-D 0.32 6.32 0.21 0-18
1.S 4 6 8 10 _ 14
_A 0.5O 0.55 0.61 _ O_ 0.84 O.66
1.5 4 _ 8 le _ _
0.50 r1.56 0.58 (168 0.60 0.60 0.56
e.3 1 _ 3 • S • 6-8
0.23 0-_ _ 0-U 0-31 _A 0-D 0.20
e.3 ! 2 3 4 s • (,.8
0-_ 0-_ 0-_ 0-18 0-_ 0.28 0-M 0.34
O 1 _ 3 4 S • 7
L_ 0-_ (169 .0.65 0_8 0-_ 0.80 030
O 1 2 3 4 S • 7
28 33 329 34
N/A N/A N/A lq/A
38 33 32.9 34
0.3) 0-1.5 0.20 0.45



























* Station locations are shown in bold with the margin of safety shown below.
4.3.14 Flex Boot Performance
The performance of both the flex boots was nominal. "l_pical even sooting was present on the
flen'ble boot ID of both nozzles. Both flex boots had a minimum 3.1 NBR plies intact.
Positive margins of safety were observed at all sections. The flex boot performance margins

























* Minimum flex boot overall prefire thickness is 2.5 inches.
4.3.15 Bearing Protector Performance
Close examination showed both of the bearing protectors performed as expected during
flishL Both of the protectors were evenly sooted on the OD around the full circumference
and showed greater erosion in line with the cowl vent holes. There was no evidence of heat
effect on the flex bearing side of either bearing protector. The postflight bearing protector
thickness measurements are in Appendix C.
Axial cricks were observed in the aft GCP bearing protector ring on both nozzles. Three
cracks were seen in the LH nozzle, and two cracks in the RH nozzle. All cracks were lined up
with the screw holes drilled through the GCP ring.
Four of the attach bolts in the LH forward GCP bearing protector ring were fractured flush
with the aft face of the cowl hous_g. Preliminary PFAR 45C-05 was written. No bent bolts
were observed following removal of the bearing protectors.
4.3.16 Cowl Housing Insulation Segments Performance
The performance of the cowl housing insulation segments was nominal. Both the LH and RH
segments were evenly sooted around the full circumference and showed typical surface heat
effects. Surface blisters were seen on the LH segments from 110-to-215 degrees, and on the
RH segments from 315-0-220 degrees.
Following removal from the cowl hou._g, the insulation segment bondlines showed no




The flex bearing performance during flight was acceptable. There were no anomalies
associated with flight or splashdown. Examination of the flex bearing revealed no damage,
foot, heat effect, or flow indications. Interm/ttent medium-to-heavy corrosion was seen on
the aft ID tip of the bearing aft end ring over 10 percent of the circmnference.
Rid
The flex bearing performance during flight was acceptable. There were no anomalies
associated with flight or splashdown. Examination of the flex bearing revealed no damage,
soot, heat effect, or flow indications. Intermittent medium-to-heavy corrosion was seen on
the aft ID tip of the bearing aft end ring over 10 percent of the circumference.
4.3.18 Throat Diameter
The average LH nozzle pomfire throat diameter was 55.929 inches which yields an erosion
rate of 8.28 mils/second based on an action time of 125.0 seconds. Tne average RH nozzle
postfu_ throat diameter was 55.790 inches which yields an erosion rate of 7.67 nu'ls/second
based on an action lime of 125.8 seconds. RSRM po_]re throat diameters have ranged from
55.787-to-56.048 inches.
4.3.19 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Nozzle)
TWR-60635 identified areas for special evaluation for 360T021. The nozzle issues are listed
below with their respective results.
1. Condition:
Results:
Low Density Indications 0.Dh) were found in the I.H nozzle adhesive
bondlines between the nose cap and forward nose ring, and between the
nose cap GCP and ncme inlet housing.
The prefire LDI documented at 242 degrees correlated well with an
adhesive void found at 244 degrees (see PF-OR, pages C-19 and C-19A).
The remaining documented prefire LDIs were not found.
Z Ceadifioa:
Resldls:
Blemishes were found on the IJ-I nozzle CC'P stuface at the ah end of the
cowl and the forward end of the outer born ring. The wont case blemish was
0.058 inch deep at the ah end of the cowl at 180 deg.
Erosion and char at 180 degrees was within the RSRM experience base. No
ummud conditions were seen.
Mm
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3. Condition: The ID surface of the L/-I cowl silica doth insulator was contaminated with
EA913NA adhesive. The excess adhesive was sanded off prior to bonding
the cowl to the cowl housing.
Results: The bond surface appearance and failure mode was typical of previous
RSRM nozzle cowls. No evidence of bond contamination was seen.
4. Cenditiom The I./-I cowl spring pin hole at 100 deg was drilled approJdmately 0.15 inch
too deep into the cowl insulation segment.
Results: No unusual conditions were observed. The hole did not extend through the
insulation segment _ thickness.
5. Condition: LDIs were seen in the LH cowl housing adhesive bondline.
Results: Four adhesive voids were found which correlated with the prefire LDIs.
6, Coaditiou: LDIs were found in the RH nozzle adhesive bondline between the nose cap
GCP and nose inlet housing.
Results: Four adhesive voids were found which correlated with the prefire LDIs.
7. Condition: l.Dis were seen in the RH cowl housing adhesive bondline.
Results: Two adhesive voids were found which correlated with the prefire LDIs.
8, Cmsditiom Two LDIS were found in the RH aft exit cone GCP at the forward end.
Results: The area of the cone that contained the LDIS was sectioned, polished, and
photographed. No evidence of a delaminadon or porous area was found.
9, Coaditiem LDIS were found within the RH n(me cap GCP.
Results: Condition could not be evaluated due to the destructive nature of the GCP
removal proce_ during washout.
10. Ceadltiem The LH nozzle flex bearing has been scheduled for limited use.
Results: Subsequent to disassembly, a change in the flex bearing unbond ariteria
resulted in this bearing being fully compliant with engineering
requirements. Therefore, per MRB action the "17 has been removed from
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H. Liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)





--_limina_ PFAR(s)? __ Yes J No Pretiminery PtFAR Number(s):
_Cladfication Focm(s)? Yes NO CIm'iflcaUon Focm I:_le No.(s):
ooc No. _-6069S Iv_-




Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45) I Side: Right (B)
Assessm.nt Engin--(s)/lnspector(s): /_, _ _.,_
Segment:. Aft Center (
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
I Date: _//Y/q_
-/ i





E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within insulation?
G. Non-Uniformities in the Eleven Point Burn-out
Pattern? (Forward Segment Only)
H. liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)
I. NBR Under the CFIEPDM Exposed in the Aft Dome?








_:iwif_ation Form(s)? Yes No amiflcation Form Page No.(s):
ooc No. TWR-60695 Ivct.
_'v_m_ __ _ i p_ A-14
CORPORATION
SPACE OPEA_T/O_
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
I
I Motor No.: 360"1"021 (STS-45) I Side: Right (B)
$,__j_,ment" Aft """ J/
|





E. Abnom_ll Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. Non-Uniformities in the Eleven Point Bum-out
Pattern? (Forward Segment Only) ,1_/._
H. I.Jner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only) ,_/_,
I. NBR Under the CFIEPOM Exposed in the Aft Dome? |,/
i
0









•eliminuy PFAR($)? _ Yes _._ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
""__tion Form(s)? Yet No C_r._tion Form Pig* No.(s):
ooc ,_o. _-60693 [ vex
sc-c I pAat A-15
CORPO/_T/ON
SPACEOPE_T;ONS
POSTFUCdfT OBSERVATION RECORD (PI=OR) A-8
Igniter Nozzle insert Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collectio_ Only)
I i
Assessment Engineerlslllnspectorls): _P.,.'ir_kl '_l_.,_,l-'_
i I








m Yes C_riflcatkm Form Page No. (s):







OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-3
Forward Segment Linor Pattern (Data Collection Only)
360T021 J Side: Right (B) Date: O_ - J<,l -ct
Sketch Fo_mm:l Segment Unor Pattern Ob_mmtior_s Below:.
FORWARO
FACEOF FACTORY " FACTORY
FORWARD JOINT JOINT FLAP FLAP












<Location From End of Tang>
180 °





I'-'] Light (spotty) Line
J-"] No Liner
C:arif'mation Form(s)? _, Yes _,/ No
LrV_O_l_ m
Cllrification Fo_n I_go Xo.(s):
ocx:NO "r'_w_,rR-60695 Jrot.





_ POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-4
. __-d C__n-ter Segment Uner Pattern (Data Collection Only) .
.:



























"Clarification Focrn(s)? _ Yes
/
No Claril'matioe Form Page No. (s):
0oc .o _-60695 Ivo.
l¢ I p_t A-Ill
CORPORATR)N
SPACE OPERAT/O_
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-S
Aft Center Segment Uner Psttem (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-4S) I Skle: Right (B)
An_sm,mt En01neer(,)l_,pector(,): M. AJeCP4C_2--






















<Location From End of Tang>
180 °










No C_mcation Form _ No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-60695 Iv_-
s¢-c I P,LaE A-19
COU=OC_TION
SPACE OPE_T/OCS
Fos'rlRj(3CT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-6
Aft Segment Unor Pattern (Data Collection Only)
I
Motor No.: 3601"021 (SlI'S-45) I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(I)llnlpect,,or(s): _, MICRP(FL 30H
Sketch Aft Segment Uner Pattern Obsenmtionl Below:.
FORWARD FACING FACTORY FACTORY FACTORY
NSR JOINT. JOINT JOINT
























._./ifk:atJon F(mrn(s)? Yes cu_,c,aion FormPsg. No.(s): ,V/_.




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acnmge and Joint IntMnaJ Insulltlon Sample Condition
I_.otOr NO.: 360T021 (STS-4S) I Side: Right (B) i 0Qt.: _._:) _-
SeGment: Forv4i_ Canter
Sample Locstion: Forw_u_l Center F_'toq, Joint
Oegree Location: 0
I





E. Tears? (including the flap terminus region)
Notes I Comm4mts
Yes _. Comment •
,/
v/
:relimin,_ PFAR(s)? __ Yes "\ No _ PFAR Numbs(s):







Pos_rTq.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acreage and Joint Internal Insulation Saumpte Condition
i
Moto,.o.:36o'r02,(STS-,.) I S,d.:._,.(.) I_to: _ _ _-
Segment: Fotwwd Center
Saml_ Locstlon: Forward Center Factory Joint
Degree _: 120





E. Tears? (Including the flap tecminul tiglon)
Notes I C_nments






POSTFt,JGNT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acreage and Joint Internal Insulation Sample Condition
Segment: Foreawd Center / -- "
Simple LocstJon: Focwsrd Center Factory Joint
Degree Location: 240




E. Team? (including the fllp terminus region)
i




a_lmkvu_ PFAR(s)? __ Yes _ No _ I_AR Number(s):
ooc No. _-60693 IvoL




POS_ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Az:s_age and Joint Internal insulation Sample Condition
Segment: Forward Center
Simple Location: FlaplFlap Bulb Region
Degree LocaUon: 0





E. Tean? (IncJudino the flap terminus region)
Yes No Comment •
,/
Notes I Comments
"erunins_ PFAR(s)? .__ YN __ I_ PreU_nan/PFAR Number(s):







POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acreage end Joint Internal Insulation Sample Condition
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45) i Side: Right(B) I Oate: __.._) _:;;) <:_---
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,. "_a_.a_t_._k.v_ i . _ _
Segment: Fonvard Center




D. Ply Separations? V//
E. Tears? (Including the flap terminus region) if
Notes I Comments
Qrelimirtary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
......C_rif'cation Form(s)? _ Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):




POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acreage and Joint Internal insulation Sample Condition
ii
Assessment Enginear(I)ltnspecto,(,): ._'_vv_ _)o_-_oJq_j _t)l VtA N_f-_/,Pc_k-_-sPJ%
Segment: Fonvarcl Center
Sample Location: Flapll_p Bulb Region
Degree I.ocation: 240





E. Tears? (Including the flap terminus region)






NO Vot I::>5 _o'r-_
_'reliminan/PFAR(s)? __ yea .._ No Pre_imimuy PFAR Number(s):
. • •
ooc No. TWR-60695 Iv_t.
air.oN __ s£-¢ I P'_<_ A-26
COP.POP.AT/ON
SPACE OPEP_T/OA_
POS1T1JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-7
Acreage snd Joint internal insulation Sample Condition
• A ' I..uo._torNo.: 3601"021 (STS-45) I Side: Dete:
Segment: C,.EM,TF..,_-. _ _:> '_,,v_ _,'_-_"--'l_
Oegree Location: (:_[_)







(Including the flap tonninus region)
n
Yes _) Comment #
_Z_
Notos I Comments
_liminary PFAR(s)? __ yes --_" NO _ F'FA,q Number(s):
_-'_ Form(s)? __Yes No C_bon Form Page No.(s):
_ni_S_Ol_ m
ooc NO. TW'R-60695 Iv_t-
ssc I m.,_t A-27
TWR-6049S
Appendix B
Case, Seals and Joints PFORs




NATt0NAL AJmONAUll¢8 AND SPACE ADMLN_Sl"RATION
GEORGE C, _ SPAC! R.IGHT CSNTER







P.O. k_ 707, Ort0him City. Utah 84302-0707 (a01) 863-3511
op_r/o_s
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFOR_ _Oe
B-2 S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Left
Environmental Seal Region) Condition
l=mal
Joint or Report Page
F_suntra
S&A B-1







Leak Check Plug/SlI and Port Contrition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/Sll Condition
(Detaaed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SH)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Leak Check Plug/SIl and Port Condition
(At gemo_)
Leak Check PIu8/SII Condition
O>eta_ed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)














Left 18" SII B-9
B--6
B-I
B--4 Leak Check Plug/SII Cond/t/on Left 18" SII B-10
03etatled)
B-6 Small Diameter (leak Check Plug/SIl) Left 18" Sll B-II
O-r/rig Cond/tion ('Detailed)
13--1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left 198" SII i]--12
(At Removal)
B--4 Leak Check PIus/SII Condition Left 198" SII B-13
(Berated)
B--6 Small Diameter (Leak Check lqug/Sll) Left 198" SII 13-14
O-ringCondition (Detailed)
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted aher the required PF'OR in the F'malReport. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
numberappendedby a sequentialalphabeticextmsim.)
ooc ,,o. TWR-60695 Ire,.






CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
InternalNozzle JointCondition





Leak Check Plug/SH and Port Condition Left
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left
(l>eta ed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SI_ Left
O-ringCondition(Detailed)
Final


















Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
(Deta ed)
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/Sit Condition
0)euuled)



















Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
tDeta eo)
Leak Check Plug/SI1 and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/Sll Condition
(l .t ea3










(Note: Clarification forms will be in.metredafter the required l:q:OR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page nm_ber will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequendal alphabetic extension.)
oo¢ No. TWlt-60695 [v_
OP_qA_
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUntED UST (Cont.)
PFOR # Xtttt








B--5 Large Diameter (Joint)O-ring Condition Left Nozzle 13--31
(Detailed) Joint
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle B-32
(At Removal) Joint _5
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SI1 Condition Left Nozzle B-33
(Detailed) Joint _5
13-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left Nm=.le
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint/5
B-34
B--8 Packing With Retainer Condition Left Nozzle B--35
(Detailed) F'mM Housing
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward B--36
Dome
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward B--37
B--9 Case Factory Jo/nt Condition Left Forward B--38
Center
13-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft B-39
Center
13-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left El" Attach/ 13-40
Stiffener
13-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Stiffener/ 13-41
Stiffener
B--9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft B-42
Dome
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required FT_3R in the Final Report.
clarifu_ti_ form page number will be the same as the required PF_3R Final Report page




CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Co.L)
pr-oR _ T_
B--2 S&A Device (Barr/er-Boosterand Right
EnvironmentalSeal Region)Condition
Fmal
Joint or Report Page
l.oca_on Number
S&A B--43
13-7 S&A _ Shaft O-tin s Condition Right S&A 13-44
(Detaaed)
B--I Leak Check Plug/SIl and Port Condition Right S&A B-45
(At Removal) 126"
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SH Condidon Right S_A B-46
(Detailed) _26"
B-6 Small Diameter 0.eak Check Plug/SlI) R/ght S&A B-47
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 126"
B-I Leak Check Plug/SH and Port Condition R/ght S&A B-48
(At Removal) 306"
B-4 Leak Check Pluf_'ll Condition Right S&A B-49
(Detailed) 3O6 •
B-6 Small Diameter (leak Check Plug/Sll) Right S&A ]8--50
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 306"
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SIl and Port Condition Right 18" SH B--51
(At _mov_)
B.4 Leak Check Plus/SH Condition Right 18" SII B--52
13-6 Small Diameter (leak Check Plug/SH) Right 18" Sn B--53
O-ring Condition (Deta_ed)
13-1 Leak Check Plug/SH and Port Condiuon Right 198" SH 13-54
(_ Removal)
13-4 Leak Check PlufVSII Condition RilI]M 198" SH B-55
03etaaed)
B--6 Small D/ame1_r (Leak Check I_uf_SH) Right 198" SII B-56
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
(Note: Clarificadonforms will be insened aftef the required PYOR in the F'mal _ The
clarificationform page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
numberappendedbya sequen_ _ exmmim.)
ooc No. TWI-6069S [vet.
m_ sac i_m B_iv
_- CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
_de
Internnl Nozzle Joint Condition
Large Diameter (Joint) O-zring Condition
0_euuled)
Leak Check Plug/Sll and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SlI Condition
0_ta_ed)
































Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
I e Diameter (Joint)O-ring Condition
(_._ .iled)
Leak Check Plug/Sll and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plus/SII Condition
O_ta_ed)

















Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Right Nozzle
Joint #4
13-67
Large Diameter (Joint)O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
_ght
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right
(At Removal)













Im_.---atim fofms will be inserted aftef the required PFOR in the F'malReport. The
ion form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
by a sequm_ aJphabeticextemim.)
I












POST1FUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-2
$&A Device (Bsrri_r-Boostmu'mind F..n_ronmental Semi Regione) Condition
3607021 (STS-4S) SMe: Left (A) 0ete:
Earder.Boostef ik_m mind Rotor _tlorm: YU NO Comment #
,,at x,mc_,da, S_.,d _ (_ G,o_)_ _" .
8. Soot To ¢w Put O-dng,? V" I
HeM Affected Metal? If
o. o-_ngommmp(_ G,x_)? vf" ....
F.. MeUd Oemmme? "
F. _ ¢w No Gr_um?
.. _._ M.,.,,_ ,," ' a¢ __
L Teflon Iqetainer Damage?
Environmental S_as__lR_ion Observations:
J. Environmental O-ring Amlembly DmTwg, (Visible .f
W_out Mxon._.o_)? __.,V
• I(. F_rlign Matem_m&? - V/ _"
_. --_..-_
JotmmI Commenl_







POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-7
SlA RotOr hft O-dnl Condition (I)¢tailed)
Location: S&A Device lhmter41oo_er Rotor Shaft ....
O-ri_ Obur_tlon[ y_ .No/ Comment #Forward Pvtma__
A. I._ Affected or _ 0-¢4¢NI? v./
B. O-d¢_ llWuf_D1w_? V"
Aft Prirruwv Q-dno Observations:




For_rd Secondary O-titre Obser_tlons:
L He_t Affected or Eroded O-ring?
F. O-ring Defects/l)m_age?
Secondary O-dna Observ_tons:




•'¢iminary PFA.q[0)? --Yw __L/No Pmimincy PFM Numl_r(s):





POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-1
Leak Check Plug/S. and Port Condition (At Removal)
ta*k Check Ptua Obsenmtlons=
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Put O-dng?
C. Foreign I_tertaJ?
D. O-dng Dlu_g, (In G_ms)?
F.. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng (In Groove)?
F. F.xctmslve or No Grease on O-dng?
G. Exc:essive Grease on Iqug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Oemago (Visible at Removal)?
























lliminuy PFAJ=i(s)? __ Yes
,3arif'_tiofl Form(e)? _ Yes _NO
PFAR Number(s):
Oariflcation Form I_ge NO (s):
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
PO._"TFTJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
leak C_eck P_I/Sii Condmon (Detailed)
Location: 126.Oegree Banter-8ooster Bore
t,h-k Check Muo ObserYIttohs:
A. Foreign MaterilJ Betweerl the O-ring and Mug?








>.__ ,limimuy PFAR(s)? -- Yes _ _ No Prtdtminary PFAR Number(s):
C3arif'tcation Form(s)? Yetl ._._.._.'_ No C_lariflcation Form Page NO.(S):
c_c _o. T_.-6069. c tvo.
mrvmow __ sic ! P_ B-_
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERAT/O/_
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (L_k Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
.o.,.o.: _eoT02_(s_4s) I s_.: L,. (A) I o,_.:/_"A_r,'/ /?_.
.. i II /I _ -
location: 12fl_D_mgroe ihu'rler-.Boo_er
Sm=ondarv O-rlno Observafl6ns: Yell No/ Comment •
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-_ng? r
B. O-ring Defects/Damage? _'_
Notes I Comments
._.._ liminary PFAR(s)? __Y_ .__.._.__No l_rQiiminm'y PFAR Number(s):








POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORO (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PIugiSU and Port Condition (At Removal)
L,,,,-_-_tlon: 306-Oegree Barrler-Boostar I_mge





Leak Check P1ua Observatlotts:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
0. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F.. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Oamage (Visible at Removal)?
Leak Check Port Observations:





O. Neat Affected Metal?




liminan/ PFAR(s)? __ Yes
_.larification Fo_n(s)? _ Yes
I_lliminuy PFAR Number(s):




POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
I.aak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
L_--__*_tion: 306-Oegree _s__,Tler.Booster Flange
Lesk CT_._a__KPlua Observations:
A. Foroign Material Between me O.ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected MetaJ?
C. Seal SurfacerThread Dsmage?
Yetl No Comment •
Notes I Comments
.,'_,---_imirary PFAR(s)? .-.---.-. Yes ----.---No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):




POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-rtng Condition (Detailed)
.o,o,No. 3eoT0=,(STS-.) I SZd.-L.. (A) I O.t.:/_APe,'/ /?#Z I
"" I " / -
I / - i/ I ! I
L_,,___t_lon: 306-Oegree brrler-Booster Flange
i
Secor.i*rv O-dna Observations: Yes No ,, Comment •J
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
O. O-itng Oefecta#Oimage?
Notes I Comments
•tliminli_ PFAR(s)? --Yil V / No Pllimirllry PFAR Number(s):







POSTFLIGHT OSSF._VATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
• d • // // iI ......;" ........+"... " 1
Yes No Comment # ISII Observations: e I
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Materiel?
D. O-ring Damage (in Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Grooml)?
F. Excessiv_ or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SII?
H. Corrosion?





SU Port Observations: I,_
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
:_ K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease? J
M. Corrosion? j
N. Metal Damage? ,
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole? J
Notes I Comments
°
tlimimuy PFAR(s)? --Yes s,INo Pr_iminary PFAR Number(s):




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-4
Lmlk Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
SII Observmtion_. Yes No Comment •
A. Foreign Material Betwmm the O-ring and SII?
B. Neat Affected Metal? "J" .




,liminary PFAR(s)? --yes L"/No Pt_iminary PFAR Number(s):







_'- POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O.ring Condition (Oetsiled)
Ptjmsl_ O-dno Obsennltions" Yes No Comment #
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring? f
B. O-dng Defects/Damage? if"
Secondary O-dna Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng?
D. O.dng Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
tliminlry PFAR(s)? __ Yes
,._ifk:ation Form(s)? _ Yes
Prelimina_ PI:AR Number(s):
aadfkmelon Form _ Xo.($):
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
• POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-1
Lmlk Check Plug/SH and Port Condition (At Removal)
.o,o,.o, ,.TO,,(._-.) I "" _" '_) I ":/5 //p_,lIrlZ I
f * / ,,_ #/
Location" 1SIS.Degree SII
Sll Observations: •
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To _r Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
O. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. F.xcesah_ Grease on SII?
H. _?
L ThrmKI Damage ('Visible M RemovaJ)?
I






J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign N_terlaJ?
:"" L _ GJ'ease?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?









Yes I_r_iminary PFAR Number(s):







OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--4
Check PIu01SU Condition (Detailed)
i
I Motor No.: 3603"021 (STS-45) I Side: Lsft (A) I Date: /5" tl_p/al 1 /_ _
• 0'I ......_.,ts, g,,_.,;(,),,,p._o,(,).?./tlI_,;Z/;L.__-./_. 8. 5e/_. _. L_o,, !
....... •, I "r "" I
l._-_2__J ion: 198.0egree Sll
SII C3btlervations- "-
A. Foreign Material Between the O-dng and Sll?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surfa¢_Thread Damage?







r,,; d_dal ..,, _._.
I
qiiminsn/ PF_.q (s) ?




_"_ _ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) H
_nall Diameter (]._k Check PluglSU) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Pft11_rv (_flrm Ol_zer_tlon_ Yel No Comment #
A. Heat Affected or F.aroded O-_ng? , _
!!. O-ring DefectslOamage? If '
Secondary O.dno Oble_mtlons:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
I). O-rkng Defects/Oemage?
Notes I Comments
Oariflcation Form(s)? _.__.__Yes No (:_dflcstion Form Page No.(s):
ooc ,,,o. TWR-6069. c Ivo,.




PoS'rFf.JGHT OBSERVA'I'ION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
IntemaJ Nozzle Joint Condition
|l iml
M,t., ,0.: 3_r02_ (SrS-_) ] s_.: L,ft (A) I O...: _ _p, ; I qZ
J I
IntelmA! Nozzle aoint (].¢mtlons: Yet No
A. Soot To or Put C-dngs?
m. _ Am_ct_ L_,t,i? X"
c. F.r_a. M,.e,_? _"
D. RTV in Contact With or Put the Pdmary GOng? _'
F.. _ Oen_ge (In Groove)? ,.
F. Hut Affected or Eroded O-ring, (in Groom)?
G. Excesx_e or No Gr_ue?
H. Ccn'mlkm?









ooc .o. "Y'WR-6n,_c)5 Iv_.
sic I_'_ B-If
CO_T/(W
Nooe Inlet-tt_Flex Seining-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Clarification Form
S_ch Ob_mnmtione Below (include locations and eizel of sketched features):







OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-S
IJ.'g* Di_ter (Joint) O-dng Condition (Oetailed)
iii
Motor No.: 3SOT021 (STS-4S) i Side: t.,ft (A)
k,..,m,nt E,,air..xl.l_,,,m,¢tar(,): "_. k'_¢,';'_'_,_. N- /.._o,_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex B_ (Joint 02)
i
Primary O.rlna Observatlona:
A. Heat Affected or Ermled O-ring?
8. _ 0.m_,10,f,cts?
I Date: _" @•_, ¢_2.
Yes No Comment •
Secondary O..rlna Observations:





"-stimin_/PeAR(s)? _ Yes ,/'% No _ Pe_UtqNumber(s):







Pos'rlRiJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--1
Leek Check Plug/Sll end Port Condition (At Rwnovld)
i
mm_orNo.: 3SOT021 (STS-4S) Side: Left (A)
Ammment Engineer(s)llrmpector(s): _ _C'£C'_%_t _, _V_./--'_G_,
Nose Inlet-to-Flex B4w_ng-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
i
Itm,,,,,bCheck Plua (3bmer_tlbns:
A. Sooted Metal Surfacee?
B. Soot To or Put O-dng?
C. Foreign Matedtal?
0. _ Dem_me_n Groc_)?
E. Fleet Affected or Eroded O-dng (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease cm O-dn9?
G. _ Grease on Plug?
X. Cocvosk_?
I. Thrmd Dan_ge (Visible st Remov_)?





J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Matedal?
"4 I_ Exce4sive Grime4?
M. Corroek_?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Mete?














POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leek Check PIugiSII Condition (Detailed)
I.o__ tion: Nose InMt-to-Fkm B4mrlng-to-Cowl (Joint/2)
I
L,,,k Check Iqua Obaervttlbns:
A. _ Mater_ _ the O-dng mKI Ptug?
B. Fleet Affected Metal?
C. S4ml Su_raed Dem_e?




_limina_ PFAR(t)? _ Yes _._ No PrMbnkna_ PFAR Number(s):
Form(s)? __vu __,__No _ Form Iqme No.(s):
W_




POSTFLJG/_r OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak C:hec'. PluglSil) O-dng CondiUon (Detliled)
I q "2..-
e_-,_-_qlon: Noee Inlet-to-Flex BeuIng-to-Cowl (Joint #(_) "
Yee No
_ry O-rlno Obsenmtlons:











POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
" O" s ',, • I I
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
t
Internal Nozzle Joint Obsenmtlons:
A. Soot To or Past O-dngs?
8. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Pdrnsry O-ring?
E. O-ring Dsmage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?









e_ _ v_._ *'j-_ j _-Z.o_,.
limimwy PFAR(s)?
_:_ifk:atio. Form(s)?
__ Yes ___ No I_elimlna_ PFAR Number(s):





Nose Inlet-to-Throst Joint (Joint #3) Clarification Form
Assessment Enginaer(s)ilnspector(s): T. j(,¢_,rL'_,_ /,. w_ tlMt, C. _.|lt._,- /.,. JU_¢C_._|¢_













--- POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45) J Side: Left (A) J Date: $ _'_r'l'( <_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint •3) [
i
pHmarv O--tins Observatiorm: Yell NO Comment •
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-dng Damage/Defects?
Secondary O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Motes I Comments
Oreliminaty PFAR(I)? __ Yes ,,_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):





POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSll and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor.o:3.T0=,(S_-,5) I Side:... (A) I Oeta:p _/I 4_
T L (J, 0 L/ acG=l [
Location: Nolo Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check PIu 00bservatlt)ns: Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces? X
B. Soot To or Past O-Hng? K
C. Foreign Material? ,_
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)? _(
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excesstve Grease on Plug? ,_
H. Corrolion? '_
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:





O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
I i i
Notes I Comments
Leo.k. Cke¢_ _o,_ ¢l,.L<:_:
















Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-4S) J Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(l)/Inspector (s): T. _--,_¢• __.y% .I L, _, I k_]
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/S. Condition (Detailed)
I°'L 9
L.r_ (._.,_/_ C _ _r
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Thr0at (Joint #3)
i ii
La_n_kCheck Plu 00bservatronl:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Olrnags?




--. Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Numt_r(s): _C --_y




POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B4
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Location: Nosm Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
i i ii
Secondary O-rina Observations: Yes No Comment #
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-dng Defects/Damage? j_
Notes I Comments
',, .
"_relimi.,lary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _ No
_.._-
•. _,duriflcatkm Formls)? __- Yes .__ No
Prmliminm'y PFAR Number(s):





POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--3
internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 3601"021 (STS-45) Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (__.__
Joint: Throet-to-For_vsrd Exit Cone (Joint •4)
Date:
Internal N^-'-le Joint Obae/vatlons: Yea
A. Soot To or Pest O-dngs?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
O. RTV in Contact With or Pest the Primary O-ring?
F- O-dng Damage (in Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion? f











Special issue 3.2.3.2 , -, -
_4_. J'- a??. $."
_ . ._..._._ ....._ _... ,_.p,._._F--"e_"_ o_-_
-j . T).r ..,, / / :._ r - , p/ ._/ .
/nT_','_; ,,w,,_" T_ ,, .......... / __ . • t* s, -- / I * -,, /p.jr-.t,_ e











Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint 04) Clarification Form
[ Motor No.: 3601"021 (STY) [ Sk:le: _]Left'(A) _]Rlght (8) I Date: J)//7/_. I
Assusment Engineer(e)/Inspector(_.): /_ ._ '





















_ • POSTFtJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45) Side: Left (A) Dire:
J___qt: Thr_t-to-F_rd Exit Cone (Joint 04)
Primary O-fine Observation_:






Se,:=ondar v O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
8. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes I Comments
"_'eliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yel
.... .,,m_k_tion Form(s)? -- Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):






_S_ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) _1
L_k Check Plug/S. and Port Condftion (At Removal)
i I
Ulx_Uon: _t-t__ _t Cone (Joint #4)
I-"k Check Plu 00_ervatrons:
_i_ Me t,d Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Pl_ _dng?
C. Foreign Material?
D. _ng Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded _ng (In _)?
F. __ or No _ on _ng?
G. __ Grease on _ug?








| i_ _k Po_ Observations:





O. H_I Aff_ Mill?











"_Inlry PFAR(tl)? __ Y_I __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
"",,_tlo_ Fon_(s)? _ Yes _ No OarlficatJon Form Page No. (s):
m_
ooc NO. "Dk'R-60693 lye.




I :.;.w :Motor No.: 360T021 (S_TS-_5) _z,4e Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(.),lnspector(s): ,_f_L ._,p.,,.. /
L_--__tion: Throat-to-Foreword F._ C_-_e (Joint #4)
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
t_msk Check Pluo Observatlbns:
A. Foreign Matedad Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?





Yes No Comment #
L
_dimimm/ PFAR(I)? _ Yes _/No Pridin'dnm'y PFAR Number(s):
_bu_lcation Form(s)? __ Yel --144 _ Form PIge No.(s):
NO. TWR-60695 Iv_.
m _ mc i _ B-Z8
CORPO/_T/O/V
SPACE OPERAT/O/_
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/sil) O-ring Condition (Oetailed)
Motor No.: 3__X0T021 (STS-45) Side: Left (A)
Assm_ls_mentEngineer(s)linspector(s): ._7 L" _fm,,.r_ I_
Location: Throat-to-Forgmrd F.xit Cone (Joint •4)
Secondary O.rino Observations:






_reliminmy PFAR(s)? __ Yea __1_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_la_tion Form(s)7 _Yea ......__No Cladflcstton Form Pare No.(s):
me




POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
InternaJ Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-4S) Side: La,'t (A)
Auessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): /_r7¢ ,_.;I
Joint: Aft End FUng-to-F1xed Houoing (Joint/5)
Date:
Internal Nozzle Joint Obser_vations:
A. Soot To or Put O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material? i/*
D. RTV In Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring? I/"
F... O-ring Damage (in Groove)? J"/' '
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)? k"
G. Excessive or No Grea,e? v"
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Dosage? ,,,7
Notes I Comments







_rk:a,k)n Form(s)? __ Yes
_imin_y F_AR NumDar(s): u_-_'-_,_,,










:.b__.nt: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #S)
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVAlqON RECORD (PFOR) B-S
large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I




A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring DmnagelDefects?
Secondary O.,,dno Observations:
















POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) [I-1
Leek Check PluglSII and Pod Condition (At Removal)
Lm=ltion: Aft End PJng-to-Flxed Housing (Joint #5)
I _ Check Plu 00bsenmtl'ons:
A. Sooted Metal Surfacee?
B. Soot To or Put O-dng?
C. Foreign Matertal?
D. O-dng Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excmmive or No G_mee on O-ring?
G. _ Grease on Plug?
I. Thread Dm_lge (Visible at Removal)?









| -_ Ch_,,-.k "--'r-v,,Observations:




O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Ot)_tmcted Through Hole?
I Comments
_mnminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ No Pmamtnary I:_FAR _(J):
-_il,i_ F_m(s)? _..__V** _ No _ Form P_, No.(,):
oo¢ NO. _---6069 $ I_.
_.-:vUaON_ Sin: Jp,t,_ B-32
CORPORATR)N
SPACE OPERA770/_
POSTFI.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Lelk Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
I__,,k Check Plua ObsennltlDns: Yell _*N° Comment #
Material Between the O-ring and Plug?A. Foreign
y_B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Notes I Comments
• reliminl_ PF_q(s)? _ Yu If" No Pr_limimley PFAR Number(s):
i
". _ Form(s)? _ Yes J No _ Form P_e No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-60693 Iv_.
_ arc I_ B-33
_nON
SPACE OPER47X_S
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Sn_II Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-dng Condition (Detailed)
..... IMotor No.: 3603"021 I Side: Left (A) Dete:
A..s.-ent_a....,(.),_._o_(.): A,-_/_--:/
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint/S)
i
SeconchJrv O-dn a Observations:








c_._rx_,on r_=.Tn(s}t f No
PmSmine_ PFAR Number(s):






POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Pack_g W_h Re.riM Cond_on (Debdled)
_._: Aft F.ndRJng.to-Fix_ Housing (Jointd_) _ !
Pac_na W_h Retainer Obsbrvatk_4_:
i Affeded or Eroded Se_ or Robdne_
B. Se_ or RoU_4w Demag_Oefec_?
C. _?





,_Jmirut_ PFA.q(1)? _ Yu 6,,/ No _ PeAR Numbs(s):
...._ r_m(.)_ ____ yee _1_No Ci_k.,k_ _ P._ No.(,):
ooc .o., TWR-60695 J_.
mmam _ _c I_ B.-35
IIOSTIIq,JGIIT C41SE:_ATIGH P,ECIDI_ (Pl"_) B-II
I I
Yoo
14oa_ c_v_km Is dolSned a_ cm_ion _P_ _ P_ng. It m_ bo Mceamry to romeo
¢om)ekm to detennino If pitting hu _ however, c41re 8houM be tmk_ no¢ to dsrnmgo the
A c:k_h dinMnod WlUl 11olvurlt or 0nlal k:Otdi_ld_O Pode nuy be 1mId 1° rmlt(Ive










.__._. Yee v No PydmiJury pI'MJI!immdMr(m):
__ Yoo _ C/dIm¢m hnll ) No. (o):






POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Cmle Factory Joint Condition
3e0T02 (Sl -4s) L,. (A) Oete:O7-
Factory Joint:
Case Factory Joint Obcer_tions:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-dng?
8. Heavy Corrosion In Joint?




Note: Heavy ¢orm41on is defined am ¢om0•ion that ¢aum pitting. It may be neceswary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting ham occurred: however, care should be taken not to damage the
hlurdwsre. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otch-Erite O pld8 may be used to remove
the ¢orroMon. Conosion re4novld Is to be done In • ¢ircumferentlll direction only.
t
NOtes I Comments
Prtknkiry I_AR(I)? __ Yet __ NO _ PFkq _(I):
_'"_" Ctarificl'tk3n Form(l)? Yet No CllrificiUon Form Pigs Ik).(I):




POSTI_GHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) !1-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
n
_021 (m-_) I _d.: L., (A) I o.,.:o-_-/_._l
Yea _ Comment •
,,.._..t _,...(.)n..p.dor(.): r,<., ¢ H,_
Factory Joint: Forward Center
II
Case Factory Joint Obmr_tlons:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy _on in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Note: HoaW corrosion 18 defined ms corrosh_ that (:sum pitting. It may be necessmy to romoq_
¢ormek)n to determine If pitting has occurred: howev_, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otch-Brite ° pads may be used to remove
















Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 3601"021 (ST_-45) I Side: Left (A)
.--;....t E-O,..--(.),in•,-_=(.):E/_I C /lAY
Factory Joint: Aft Center
I
Case Factory Joint Obllor_ation•:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?





Note: Heavy ¢_rrotdon Is defined as corrosion that cause• pitting. It may be nets•story to remove
¢orrmdon to determine If pitting has occurred; hovvm_, care should be taken not to damage the
hilrdwil_. A ¢_th dampened with i_h4mt or green Scotch-Brits O pad• mliy be used to remove
the corrosion. Corro•ion rqHnovld hi to be done in • ¢ircumferentlaJ direction only.
Note• I Comments
# j P_; o-_
pmSmt,wy PFAFI(•)? _ yes JNo Preami,wy PFAFI Number(s):







POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Factory Joint: LrT Attach/Stiffener
ii
_',,_e F_-torv Joint Observ_tions= Yee No Comment #
A. Hit Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Note: Heavy corrosion Is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened wtth _)tvent or green S¢otch-Brite e pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done In a circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
"_reliminaiy PFAR(s)? --Yes ._ No _ PFAR Number(e):
'_"__cstkm Form(s)? __Yes .____No Clsdfication Form Page No.(s):
m_





POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--9
Case I=_'tory Joint Condition
"' (STS- ) , IJ Side: Loft (A) Dete:360T021
A- _-__sment EngineM (I) Ilnspecto¢ (I):
Factory Joint:. StiffenerlStJffener
I
Case Factoqv Joint Obs4m_ionm
A. He_ Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
8. Heavy Corroekm in Joint?




Yel , _ Comment •
He4_/corrosion hi defined as (:orro4_n that caumm pitting. It may be necenary to rlmove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care _lould be taken not to damage the
_. A cloth dampened with solvent o¢ green S¢otch-Brite O pads m4qf be used to remo_
the ¢orrc_lon. Con_=4_ removal il to be done In • clrcumferontlal direction only.
Iqotou I Comments
PFJt.q(s)? _ Yoe _L No Pmimins_ I_FNq Number(s):
"-Jlarifk:stJon Formls)? Ym No _ Form _ No.(s):




POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--9
Calm Factory Joint Condition
Meter No.: 3801021 (STS-45) I Side: Left (A)
Factory Joint: Aft Dome
ii
I o.,.:
Case Factt_v Joint Obllmm_tonl=
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy CmTt_on In Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in LImk Check lion?
Yel i Comment I
Note: Xewy corrosion is defined Is corrosion that causes pitting. It may be nec-_mm_ to remove
¢om:)sion to determine if pitting him occurred; hovvm_, care should be tlllken not to damage the
hardwm_. A cloth dampened with Nlvent or green S¢otch-Bdte e pads rely be used to remove
UII ¢lxrmdGq. Corrosion _ hi to be done in • (:trcumferlmtlal direction only.
i
Notes I Comments
•r_imlnary PFAR(s)? _ Yu _i_ No
_:larifl¢_ Formls)? __ Yu No
Preimkwy PF.I.q Number(s):
(:_,kldk)n Form Pnge No.(s):
Mm
ooc NO. TWR-60695 Iv_.
_c I _ B-42
CORPORAnON
sPAce _no_s
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In C_roovo)?
B. Soot 1"o or Put O-rings?
C. Heat Affected Metal?
0. O-ring Damage (In G_ove)?
F.. Metal Oernaoe?
F. ExcesMvt or No Grease?
G. _?
H. For_gn Material?






Environmental Seal Remion Observations:




' ._lOtes I Comments
I) _o÷ .e_och_ r.._,,,l _/ _/- -o7__





q_br,minaey PF._I(s)? -- YN
"....._rN:atllon Form(s)? __._.._ Yet No
Pndimlnmry PFAR Xumb,r(s):
_tion Form Pege No. (s):
ooc No. _..-_069:5 Ivo.
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-7
S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition (Detailed)
L,_._t_iort: _.tA Oevice Barrier-Booster Rotor Shaft
Yell No Comment #
[o .r_._:d Primary O-dna Ob4ermtlons: _ v' /
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring? . v'/,
B. O-ring Oefects/Oamage? . -
Aft Primary O-rinG Observations:




Forward Secondary O-firm Observations:
F.. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng?
F. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Secondary O._tna Observations:
G. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
H. O-ring Oefects]O_,'_age? i ,
Notes I Comments
.° Q
PFAR(s)? --.---- Yes PFAR Number(s):




POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-1
Leak Check PtuglSil and Port Condition (At Removal)
i
.o,o..o.:_._0_,(s_-.) I _,..: .,0,,(.) J°"': I_-A/_,I/¢_L
Location: 126-Oegree Barrier-Booster Bore
_*,,k Check Plua Observations: Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
s. soot To or Put O-r_? v"
C. Foreign Materi_?
D. O-ring Damage (In Grom_e)? if"
F- Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng (In Groove)?
"" L#f
F. F.xcessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Exc_ Grease on Plug? ,, ---_
H. Corrosion? _,,,,.
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Leak Check Port Observations: ,,,,i,
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
,/
K. Fmlign Material? _
I.. Excessive Gr_se?
M. Com._m? 'J"
N. Motld Damage? if
O. Heat Affected Metal? If,.




"_dimina_ PFAR(s)? -..-.----Yes --No Ptlliminary PFAR Number(s):




-- POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/all Condition (Detailed)
i
i I I ,d_ n / I
n_..,,,_t_n: 126-Oegree Elarder-Booster Bore
i
tm.k Check PIun Observation%
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?










Yes _ No Preliminm_ PFAR Numb_'(s):
CORPOR4T/ON
SPACE OPERAT/O/_
_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSU) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
i
F J #* I/ L I
_,,-__-_on: 126-Degrle Barrier-Booster Bore
i
Secondary O-rlna Observxtlans=
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring DefectslOxrrulge?
Yes No Comment •
Notes I Comments
_reliminary PFAR($)? _ Yes ._...._.__ No Prellminary PF_I_R Number(s):
.dif'cation FmTn(s)? --------Yes ----.--No C_utfication Ir_rm Page No. (s):
W_
ooc ,,,o. TWR-60695 I v_-
stc I P_ B-47
CORPORAnON
SPACE OPE_T/O_S
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECOR0 (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSll and Port Condition (At Removld)








I ...k Check. PIu 00bservatl¢ln=:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-dng?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O.41ng Damage (In Groove)?
F... Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Exctsslve o¢ No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on l_ug?
H, Corrosion?
k Thrud murn_, t_sib_ st R,mo_)?
t--.k Check Port Observations=




O. Heat Affected Metal?





dlminary PFkn.(s)? __ Yell __V"" M P,rdknin,w'y I_FAR Number(s):
'" Cladflcation Forrnlsl? Yes ,,_l, kz CZanflc:tion Form Page NIo.ls):




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leek Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
L__;;_r,: 306-_-_-_¢ee Bsrder_-_,,___sterFlange




Lank Clle(:k PIuo Ol:rllllrvatlo_ls: -
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring lind Plug?
B. Heat Affected MeUd?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Notes I Comments
.- o
_liminary PFAR(s)? Yes I_ No
(2arifi_tion Form(s)? ___._. Yes _ No
I:_mmtn_/PF_FI Xuml_r(s):
C:_,_tion Form Pzge No.(s):




POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECGRD (PFOR) 8-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
S_-,____ndantO-rino Observatic)ns: Yes No Comment •
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-Hng?





e_reliminary PFAR(s)? -.--.--Yes fNo Prellmirmry PFAR Numl_r(s):
,,_-_¢ation Form(s)? _ Yes _ No (::_ffk:aUon Form Page No. (s):
m_
oo¢ NO. TWR-60695 . Ivo-
sic I p,_t B__ 0
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_- P(_"rFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1













Soot To or Past O-ring?
Foreign Material?
O-ring Oen_g, (In Groove)?
Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
Excemshns or No Grease on O-ring?
Excessive Grease on SII?
Corro_on?
Thread Damage (Visible st Remove)?




J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
• L. F._cessive Grease?
M. Cormsion?
N. Metal Osrnsge?
O. Heat Affected Metal?







•liimina_/ PFAR(s)? --yea JNo Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_"_-_tJon Form(s)? _ Yes No _tJon Form _e No.(,,):
oo¢ No. T'CVR-6069. _
SEC Jo,_a B__ 1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4





• / " -" "" '" / I
L_a_tlon: 111-Otgrtt Sll
SII Observations=
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and $117
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surfacerrttread Oamage?




_a_llimi_ PFAR(s)? .--..--- Yes .._ NO Prel'm'tina_ PFAR Numbs(s):
"_ _rification FroTh(l)? Yes _.___.No Clarification Form Page NO.(I):
",
m_
0oc _o. _-6069_ ! ',,o.
_-- POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Oiametm' (Lask Check PluglSil) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
L_--;;on: 18-r,,_rie S. / / I
Yes No _.omment •
_:T_rnarv O-rlna Observltlons:
" t_
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring? &f.,,.
B. O-ring OefectslOarnage?
Secondnn* O.,dno Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng?
D. O.¢ing Defects/Damage?
Notes I Commentm
"_lirniru._ _.,u:z(a)? y,., /"_ Pmllmin._ PF_q Number(s):
'_.....,,tmcation Form(s)? _ Yes _ No Oxriflcation Form Page No. (s):
cx_ ,.c. "r_'R-6069 _ ! v_.
_ 1c I _ B-_3
COP.POP.AT/ON
SPACE OPERAYlONS
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
L_k C_eck PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
,. "t. /..¥o,, I
I
Sll Observations:
Jib. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-_ng?
C. Foreign Matefml?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Gi-eue on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grulm on SII?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible st Rem(Md)?





J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. FQmign Material?
_-- L. Excessive Grease?
M. C_rosJon ?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?








ql)liminlry PFAi:I[I)? --Yes --NO Pr_liminl_ PFAR Nurnl_r(s):
_'-_ _fic_tion Fo_m(s)? Yes _ No C1arifk=aflon Form Page No.(s):
0oc _,o. TWI_-6069. c Ivo.
CORPORATION
SPACE 0PERAT_NS
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4





Observations: • _ Yell NO/
A. Foreign Materlld Bet_imen the O-ring and SII?
!1. Heat Affected Metal? --.-----





*,._ _u,ification Ir_nln (el?
m/
P_imJnim/PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Psgo No.(s):
ooc No. TW'R-6069 ¢ fro.
sic j P,.cz B.c.¢
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERAT/O_S
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PlugI$11) O-dng Condition (Detailed)
ii ii |
-- t _ "
Yu Comment
i_i_r_rv q_rirt e Obsermtlon_ .. . "_/-
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng? --
B. O-dng Defects/Damage?
Secondary O-rlno Observations:








"lliminwy PFAR(s)? _..___ Yeo ___/No I_'_,rnin_ry PFAR Numbiw(I):
__._'__,rifk:ation Form(s)? Yet No 12artfi_tJon Form Page No.(s):
ooc ,_o. "]L_k"R-6069$ Iv_.
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPE_77ONS
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-4S) I Side:
a,....._t e.o.-or(,),n._or(.): _. _,-',_,,_ L._lk, S,
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Interred Nozzle Joint Condition
Right (.) !Oet.: _ /I_C'" _ _ 1,-
d._4ornc_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cord (Joint #2)
I
llrlternal No_le Joint Obser_tlons:
A. Soot To or Put O-dngs?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign IV_terlal?
D. R'rv In Contact With or Pest the Pdmar/O-ring?
F.. O-dnO Dan.me (in Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dnos (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Demage?






ooc .o. "rWR-60693 Iv_.
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERA77ONS
Nose Inlet-to-Flex 8eering-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) CtsrtficaUon Form
Motor No.: 3g0TO21 (STS-4_5) I -_,ae++ [] _.. (A) _..ht (.) I Ost.: _ _,l







Silica Cloth I "_
Phenolic _ I
_+ I0 °.
..... Corresponding Comment Number(s): 11.1 'I ::I_'1...
oo_ no. _-60693 I','_-
COP.PORAnON
SPACE OPERATK)I_
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) O-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Dets'led)
.o,..o: _._0=,cs_-) Js_ -0., _.) J o.,.:8 _;,I _-
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
PrirTmrv O-rina Observatiorm:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring OsmagelDefects?
Yes No Comment #
.%
S_a____ndarvO-rina Observations:















POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
I._k Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Rernovll)
Motor No.: 3,1021 (STS-45) J Side: Right (,) J Oate: _ J_l_,!
_,,.,,,,.,,_te,,oi,,.,,(,)/i,,_,,©tor(,):T. ff_e,',_a.,_, e..._:_kec. _./-,_on
_?...
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint •2)
i
I___ankCheck Pfuo Observstionz:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To ¢t Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?




Leak Check Port Observations:





O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. O_ed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
L_._.k C_ _,"_ ?"_% . _ ,.,..'_





aadflcat_n Form Peg, No.(s):
Wm
ooc NO. T_'R-60695 Iv_.
_c I ,,Aam B-._9
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATR)/_
POSTFLk'._,ff OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leek Check Plugl$11 Condition (Detailed)
i
Motor No.: 3601021 (STS-45) i Side: Right (B)
A,.,.m.., S.=,...,(,),,_or(.): "i-.t_c_'_,',, L_.L_o_
Locstion: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bemtng-to-Covd (Joint #2)
II
L_--k Check Pluo Observsti_ns:
A. F(xeign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal $urfacen'hrud _e?
i °'': _',1 q2.
Yes No Comment •
Notes I Commentl
•,mmltuu,/PFAR(s)? __ Yes __ No Pmamine, ry PeAt Number(s):







POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Di_neter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (04tailed)
I I
Motor No.: 360"1"021 (STS-45) J Side: Right (B)
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cord (Joint t2)
I I
SecmldMv O-rino Obser_tlons:
.4. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
IL O-dng Oefect_Oernage?
ii
Yee No Comment •
Not_ I Comments
PFAR(s)?
_'_ .sdficstlon Fom_(s)? m Yes
Pmamlnary PFAR Nwnl_(s):
(:_dm:stkm Form Page No. (s):




A==__--_ment Engir_:__.(s) Ilnspector (s):
_.___t: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
I
Internal N_m_qeJoint Ol_ervatlons:
A. Soot To or Past O-dngs?
8. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Fomign M_eri_?
O. wry k_ Contact With _ F_t the I_inwY O'_tng?
F.. O-dng I)_mme (In Gn_m)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dngs (In Groove)?
G. Emcusive or No Greue?
H. Corrosk)n?
L Metal Damage?
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3









_lmimm/PFAR(s)? __Yes ¢ I_
"... _ Form(s)? Yet -- No
Pmiiminmry PFAR Xumt_r(s):
c_,_c_on F_, P,_ N_.(s): _'_7-_
ooc No. TWR-6069. _ l_oL
sec I p'_'_ B-_2
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT;O/_CS
Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint 13) Clarification Form
Motor.o.: _,__,_021(s'rs-4s) I s_.: O _._ (A) [_10ht (S) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspectm'(e): _. ,










Corrmlpondin 9 Commem Number(s): 2.
ooc No. TWR.-6069S Iv_
_nON
SPAC_ O/_.RAnO/_
_ POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--5
Large D_m+eter (Joim) O-dng Condition (Det_led)
• i
.o,..+.: +.___0,,,_=--) I _': _" <") I o.,.: 4/_/qz_
AS____,nent Englneer(s)l_spect_r(I): _). "_De,4tJ_ /_ . l,_+._,-,j
I / ¢ •Joint= Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
I_imarv O-dn-- Observitlons:











:.,.'7-uifk=ationF,=m=(s)? __Yes No (:_,_:a_n Form PIge No.[s):




---- PoS'rlRJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 8-1
Luk _ PtuglSa ind Port Comlttion (At Remove)
tacatk_: Nol4 Inlet-t_Thmet (Joint #3)
task Cheek Plua Ol_ie_atk_r.
A. Sooted MetII _IiCel?
I. S_>t To _ PI_ O-dng?
C. Foreign MIteriIl?
D. O-dng o_m.me pn Gr_we)?
L Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng (In Groove)?
If. Ib=mmive or No GnmH on O-dng?
G. Em=m.dvt Grime on Plug?
H. _?











L_mk Check Port O_tLtons:
J. Sooted Metal Surfar.4m?
K. _n Material?
..._ L. Ezc4m_h_ Gnu.m?
M._?
N. Metal Dim_Bgt?
O. Heat Affected Metal?














PO_rlFtJGHT OSSERVA'130N RECORD (PFOR) B-4
_ I_Sa Condition (Oet_lqKI)
!
Motor No.: 3601021 (STS-45) ! Skle: Right (0)
.A,-_NmentEngtneer(i)/Inspector(,): _), _,o_v_; )_. L_._.,_
Lm____tk=n:Noee Inlet-to-Thro_ (Joint e3)
II
! --k Check Mua Obtml_nmtionm
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring "andPlug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C, Seal SmfzK:e/Tt-_ad Demege?
I I
Notes I Cornn_mtm




CZarmczt_ Form Page No.(z):
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERA1X)NS
OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Srmdl Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SU) O-ring CondlUon (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T021 (S'I "e- "_S) I S_e: Right (B)
I.c-._,n: N__,_-k'-te-!-to-Thr'_--t- (_-___.qtr4)
Secondary O-dna Obs_v,attons:







"-eliminmy PF.i_q(s)? _ Yes _ No _ PFAR Xuml_(s):
..._..,._tk:ation _:,rm(s)7 __....Yee No _ Form _ No.(s):
co_rx_v
SPACE OPSRATK)_S
_ POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
kntermd Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 3601021 (STS-4S) J Side: Right (B)
Joint: Thrmit-to-Forwmrd Exit Cone (Joint #4)
m
Internal Nnni. Joint Ol_er;mtk_a:
A. Soot To or Put O-dngs?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Fo_gn Mstedai?
D. RTV in Contact With o¢ Pest the Primary O-ring?
F_O._ng Per.me 0n Groove)?
F. Heet Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groovo)?















Pr_imins_/PFAR(s)? V"'Yes __ No preaminary PFAR Nu_:l_r(s): *,,Jr'_'-O/








Pq_"lrl_LJGH_rOBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--S
I.arlle 04ameter (J_nt) O-dng CondiUon (Detailed)
i
Joint: Throit-to-Focwllrd Exit Cone (Joint 14)
Primary Q-rina _tle_:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
a. _ oem._oefect,?
ii I
Yes No Comment •
Secm_darv O-firm Obse_ations:




_lirnirwy PFAR(s)? __ Yes " No Prelkntnery PFAR Number(s):
"-_ _k:zUon Form(s)? __Yes -- No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
_Lrr_O_l _
o<_ No. TWR-60693 ivy.
a_c Jp,_E B-68
SPACE OPER4/X)_S
_ PO_rFtJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leek Check PluglSll and Poet Condition (At Removal)
Locatkm: Throet-to-Fonvwd Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Luk Check Plua Oblmn,vti/_s:
A. Sooted Metal Sur/acu?
B. Soot To or Pe_ O-dng?
C. Foreign Matedrisi?
O. O-dng D_.m* (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dng (In Groove)?
F. Exce_ive or No Grebe on O-dng?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Con'osk_l?
I. Thrmld Damage (Visible at Removal)?






Leak Check Port Observations:





O. He4t Affected Metld?













_tion Form Page NO.(S):
CO_IIOt_T/ON
SPACE OPERAnO_
POST1q.K_HT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-.4
Leak Check PlugI$11 Condition (Detailed)
' IMotor No.: ___e_T021 (STS-_) Side: RIgM (B)
:-_--.__..,..,t_,, .,....c.),,..,,._o,(.):._.,_ ._,...t
*__,_-_,_t_ion: Throat-to-Fonmrd Exit Cone (Joint #4)
L--k C_hack I=lua Observatibns:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?











Pmiimirulry PFAR(I)? __ Yell VNo Prldiminary PFAR Numbs(s):






Pos'rF1LJ(3HT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--6
Small Diameter (L_k Check P1uglSII) O-_r4ng Condlt_n (Detailed)
I._ation: "rhroat-to-F_ Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Secondary O-dna Obsennltlons:











Cls,_atlon r-om_ Pig, No.(.,):
SPACE OPEP.AnO_S
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-.3
Internal Nozzle Jdnt Condition
M_;_ No.: 380T021 (S_5) Side: Right (O) Dsta:
Jdnt: Aft End Rir_l-to-F_td H_si, l (Jd.t IS)
Intirrud N_,_-_e Joint Obser;mttons: Yell NOJ
A. Soot To or Put O-rings?
V
B. Heat Affected Metal? _.
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV In Contact With or Past the Prirna_ O-ring? F"
F.. O-ring I)_unage (in Groove)? if
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-dngs (In Groove)? J
G. Exce._ve or No Grease? V"
.. co,,.,_? J






T_,>./#;k .--# ;/.,. r-_.: .-,/--,_ ,./, .- t_ &.-:j .,--#-
_rtlimlnlq P_Fkq(I)? -- Veil
• _nriflcatk_n Form(s)? __ v.
m_
Preliminary PFAR Numbe¢(s):





POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-S
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
.s_-_-,__sment F.ngineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_,,_ ,/_.,,,...,'_/f.
f
Yee
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint _)
Primary O-rtrm Obsm.vstlonl:

















PO_FFI.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-I
Leak Check PluslISII and Pod Condition (At RemovsI)
|
Motor No.: 360T021 (b"TS-4S) ! Side: Right (B)
Location: Aft End FUng-to-Ftxod Housing (Joint/S)
L.Jk Check PIua Obserwtibnr.
A. Sooted Metal Surfscee?
B. Soot To or Put O-ring?
C. Foreign Idater_d?
O. O-ring Dm_tge (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Gromm)?
F. F.xcmmi_ or No G_ue on O-dng?
G. F.xceseive Gr_so on Plug?
H. Corrosion?















O. Heat Affected Metal?















L_k Check m.glS# Coada_a (_,t_l_)
Locatlen: Aft End FUng-to-Fixed Housing (Joint eS)
I1_k Check PIu0 Otmervlth_ns:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
0. I.leet Affected Metal?







_,.llminwy PeAR(s)? _ Ve. I/ No
f





ooc NO. "Dk_-60693 [_,ot.




A. Hut Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes _, Comment #
Notes I Comments
"-.m.inary PFAR(s)?
. .... _rificatio_ Fol_tls)?
mm
__ Yw _if No Pmimina_ PFAR Ntmmer(s):
__ Yes V / No Cluifk:ti_ Form _ lio.(e):
OOC NO.
mEC




IIOST1FLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Picking With Retainer Condition (l)ttlliled)
ll_._ _n O lNith Retainer Oblirvitionii= Yetl No Comment •
A. Helt Affected or Eroded _ or Retlllnlr? "f .
B. Seal or Retainer DimagelOefectl? _/" /
c. conosie ? -/
liotei I Comrmmts
Special Issue 3.2.3.1
-'-ilimtliry PFAR(I)? __ Yu I/ Ilk) Priltlilfi PFAIt limllir(l):






PC4_FLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--9
Case Factory Joint Condition
i
-otor.o.: (ST S)] I O.t.:
Factory Joint: Fonmrd Dome
Case Factonf Jedlnt Observ_tim_s:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy _ in Leak Check Port?
Note:
YN No Comment #
Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting h4m occurr_l; howev_, care id_ould be taken not to dkmage the
_. A ¢toth dampened with so41vent or green S¢otch-Brlte e pads may be used to remove









• POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--9
Case Factory Joint Cond_k)n
t ._-._:or No.: 360T021 (STS_5) I Side: Right (8) I Date: 3) _._ I
Factory Joint:. Forward
r,,a¢l Factory Joint Ob_rv_tions:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O.dng?
8. Heavy Com:tdon in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in L_k Check Port?
Note:
Yea No Comment 0
Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
¢orrmdon to determine If pitting him occurred; _, cam should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otch-Brite e pads; may be used to remove
the ¢orrosdon. Corrosion removal is to be done in II circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
• _.,,d,flcstSon Form(s)? Yes No (:_,_41cstioa Form Page Nlo.(s).
Doc No. _,VR-60695 I





[q_t'FLJIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B--9
Case Factory Joint Condition
I
3eoT021(m -45)i  oht(0) I t,
Factory Joint: Forwlrd Center
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yee No Comment •
i !
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as ¢onmdon that caum pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corroq_n lo determine if pitling has occurred; however, care should be 101urn not to ¢lsmage the
hsnJwsre. A cloth dampened with solvent or green $¢otch-Brite e lade may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corro_0_n removM is to be done in s circumferential direction only.









r .._4 _or No.:
Assessment Engineer (s) flnspector(s):
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR} B-9
Case Factory Joint CondlUon
_rr021 (_s-4s) l _d.: .,ght(.) I O._.:
C..
Factory Joint: Aft Center
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corm_u<t In Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in'4.mlk Check Port?
q-_'-q z...
Yes No Comment #
i
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that caum pitting. It may be necessa_ to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
haurdwsre. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otcll-Brfte ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removld is to be done In • circumferential dirtction only.
Notes I Comments
-- o,_._._ PF_(,)? __Yes /No
I








_ _T1RtJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 3__l_T'021 (STS-45) I Side: Right In) I Data:
A-__e___nent F..ngineerCs)flnspector(e): .'_ "__ i _ _ _
17;'._,';
Factory Joint:. ET Attach/Stiffener
_aae Factory Joint Obsennltlons:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Coryolion In Lmsk Check Port?
Yet No Comment #
X
Note: Heavy corrosion le defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
¢(xrrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otch-Bdte O pads may be used to remove
the ¢orrmfloqt. Common remomd is to be done In • circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
Special Issue 3.2.1.2"
HA_ I_e_-_ FEEUIOUSLY" DD£UI,/I_ ,A_£> l_lSl:;'OSl'l"lC)kJ£-O
OIJ D.E. RUM.
_-¢E'TI"IM& Ml_[_ _T 2_,-Z° ,_PF OF
I,JI314 C=:70UC=_E-XTE'UDILI6 _kJO "I_I_U













Case Factory Joint Condition
M-,_e_ No.: 3601"021 (STS-45) i Side: Right (e)
Factory Joint: StiffenorlStlffenor
I_ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
I>te: 17,"_.'_
_r-e-I Factory Joint Ohsorv_lons:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. H•a_f Corrosion in Leek Check Port?
Yes __ Comment •
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corroskm to determine if pitting has occurred; _, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green S¢otch-Brite e pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in • circumferential direction only.
Jl
Notes I Comments








POSTFLJGH'T OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-g
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45) I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _) 0,,,£ _,_.'-_;/'C _--
17,-'_,.'_
Factory Joint:. Aft Dorno
i I
Case Factory Joint Ol_er_tions:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes _ Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined sa corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Bdte ® pads may be used to remove

















NATIONN. AJgM_nlC8 ANO SPACE _TION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE _ CENllm







P.O. Box 707, Brigham (31_f. Ulah 64302-0707 (801) 863-3511
NOZZLE REQtnRED EVAL_A__ON FORMS
_Xi_ Side
C--1 Nozzle Assembly Quick-lookCondition Left





C-3 Nose Inlet-m-FlexBem_$-_ Joint Left
ConditionDrawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Jointn. C-3
Joiat_ C_
C--4 Nose Inlet-m-ThroatJointCondition Left
Drawing Work.sheet
C--2 Nozzle JointCondition LeR
Joint_ C-5
Joint _4 C-6
-C--5 "[Im)at-m.Fomard ExitCone Joint LeR
ConditionDrawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle JointCondition LeR
Joint _4 C-7
Joint_ C4
C-6 Aft End Ring-to.._n_l Hou_ng Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Joint15 C-9
G-7 Cowl Inml_oa Segment Condir;on Left _ C-10




O-9 Ftmn'ble_ __ Left Fkm'l_ Bearing C-12
Me_'emmm
C-10 Throat D/amet_" Me_m'emeJm Left Throat C-L3
Report and will have the same page mmmber m the required PFOR appended bY a seque=
ooc ,,,o. TWR-60695 [vo,.
mvmem__ J"_ O..i




Outer BootRingCharand Erosion I._
Measurementsand Flem'bleBoot Condidon













C--12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Forward Nose & C--18
Condition AftInletRings





C-12 NozzleSubassemblyPhenolicBondline Left FisedHousing C-21
Condidon
C-L3 Cmd Ring l'benolic (SCP) Secdon
Coadidon
Left Cowl C-22
C-14 _ Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Left Focwaxd]FJdt C-23
r_ion Condidon Cone
C-15 Fixed Hindus Phenolic (CCP) Section Left From Housing C-24
Coedidon
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP)
Section Coedidon
Le_ Throat C-25
C-17 Nose Cap Faeaofic(CCP) Section Left Nose Cap C-2_
Coa_on
C-18 Ferward Nose R_agand A_ Inlet _ I._ Nose & C-27
A_ Inlet Rings
Claxificadon PPORs will be inserted after the _ _ PFOR in the F'm_..
Relmrt and will have the same page number as the required PI=OR _ bY a seq uenfial
alphab_ em_o_)
o_ _ TWit--60695 [vu.
mlm,, __ [_ C-ii
sp#tczOJDB_OaC_S
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS _ (Cont.)
Pr-oR# Tree Side
C--I Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Right





C-3 Nose Inlet-to-FlexBearing-_ Joint Right
ConclitionDrawing Worksheet
C-2 Nm_e Joint Candition Right
Joint #2 C-30
Joint $3 C--31
C--4 Nose Inlet-m-Throat Joint Condition Right
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nmzle Joint Condition Right
Joint _ C-32
Joint #4 C-33
(:-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #4. C-34
Joint #5 C-35
C--6 AI_ End Ring-to-Fix_clHousing Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Joint #5 C-36
C-7 Cowl Insulation Selpnent Condition lasht Cowl C-37
Fle_'bleBearing, Flem'bleBearing Right Mem'ble Bearing, C-38
Protector,and Fle_'bleBoot Condition Protecm¢, & Boot
C--9 Flen'bleBearing _ _ Right Flem'bleBearing C--39
Memm'umenls
C,..IO Throat Dianmmr Measm_ems mst_ Throat c-4o
(Noo_: C_aarx_a lq:ORswalbeimer_ afterthe_ requiredPFOR intheFinal
_ and m'llImvedmsame page numberas the requiredPFOR _ I_ a sequem:ial
__)
o_M_. 'rwR-6o695 Jvm.
m_ am Jp_l C-i
_ C_tem_s
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS L/ST (CoaL)
'C'-
er-oR_ Itttt _de
C-11 Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion










Aft Exit Cone C-42
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly phenolic Bondline Right Forward Exit C-43
Condition Coae
C--12 Nozzle Sul_membly Phenolic Bondline Right Throat C-44
Condition





C-12 Nozzle Subassembly PhenolicBondline Right Nose Cap C--46
Condition
C--12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Cowl C--47
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right _ Housing C-48
Coaditim
C.-13 _ Ring Phenolic (SCF) Section Right _ C-49
Condition
C.-14 r-_,wardEmt Cone Phenolic (CCP) Right Forward Exit C-50
Section Condition Cone
C-15 FixedI-Iousi_ Phenolic (CCI') Section Right EmedHoming C-51
Coadidoa
Throat C-52C--16 ThroatI_etA=,_ X'henot_(CCP) Risht
,_ Conditkm
c-rl Ne_ecap _ (co'),Smkm RiSht N_e Cap c-53
c,_tkm
C-18 _Ne_Ri_mdARlnk_R/_ Right FerwaniNese& C-54
(co') Seam _ A_ _.t Rinp
(No_ _ PFORs w_! be _ arm" the appficab_ requir_ PFOR in the F_..
Relmrt and will have the mine page number as the requued PFOR _ bYa sequential
eoc_ TWIt-60695 ivy.
m_mmmt _ _ _ C-iv
_TR)N
SPA_ OPERAnONS
---_'- pos"rlR.ic_/'r OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--1









Clermc_km Form lqme No. (s):
CORPO_ON
_OACE OPET_T/OACS
___ _ O_VA_ON _CORD (_R) _2
Intm Nozzle _nt C_
ii i
Motor No.: 3_21 (_) I Side: Left (A)
Am,,.,,, __(,)1_o,(,): _ _F_
_nt: _)_ _-t_ __¢_ (_ #2)
[ o,te: d-7o 9_
--I E_ f-,_--gz..
k i _ _:_ RTV _mt_, T_mugh)?
B. RTV Not Bdaw Oh_ Une?
C, R'rY To the Pdmxrv C-dnO?
O. RTV Plmt the Pdmi'y O-ring?
F. UncunKI RT'V?
F. Vokls Within RTV?
G. Foreign MatedaJ?
H. Hut Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP. GCP/SCP. or adhesive?
L D.,,v,_,d P_,moU_?
J. Sondane Edge Selx_tionI? Um Citflcm$o._ Form.
K. _ Ax_V O_s_.ed r-ram Ho,_,O?
L. Heat Affected Met01?
M. _ or Baetemd Iqdnt?
N. _?
p. n4_ Ho** _ _o_h. _,_d con insert)?













IqrJU_(o)? _ Vm _ No _ PVJU_Number(l):
•....._ r.ormlsi? ____. Ym _,/L_ No Cldflc_ Form _ No.(.):
, ooc No. TW'R-6069S I v_
m_ mc I ''an C-2
SPACEO/'E_nONS
*"- POSTR.JGHTOllSERVATIONRECORD(PtrOFI)C-,1
NoeeInlet-to.FlexBee_ Joint (,Joint#2) Co_ditlon Drawing Wocksheet
_:0, ,o.: ___,_02,(srs-_) I Sk= _., (A) I =.t.: ._-1- q
Sketch Obe4m_tion= _ (include Iocatlmw and =T===of sketched featuree):










Po_rlF',.IGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Intern_ No_zlo Joint Co_itlon
= r0=l I I o,to:
Joint: Noe, In_et-to-l"hroet (Joint e3)
s,---
Internal _ Joint (_t.mnmtloM:
A. Gee _ in:re, m'v (T,n_dmded. Through)?
IL RTV Not 8ek_ Char Une?
¢. KIrV To the Prim_ O-dng?
o. mrv put th, _ O-r_?
E. Uncwed RI"V?
F. Volc_ Within Krv?
G. Grs,s, Inldl_ R'I'V 8,ck_?
H. Fmlign Idatedal?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP_:P. or adhe,_?
j. O.,r,md Ph,no_?
K. Bondane Edgo Sep,ratlons? Use Cladfk:ation Form.
L. _ kd_/mq_=ed From Housing?
14t.Heat Affected Metld?
N. Unbonded or 81ister_l Psint?
O. _?
F. _ ph, o,m,0,?
Q. ExCNe_ Grime bl Ttwe,d.d 8on Hokm?
R. ik_t Ho,. Oem.g. _ Thnmdedn_kJ Coa kwwt)?
lk Bent or lkolum llotlm?







•.imawy pw_q(s)_ _"',,o Prdml,wy PWM N,m,b,,,'(s):
.. _ I=.xm(s)? ..I, re. _ No _ F.xm P.me m=.(o): _'-- .F.4
M_




Motor No.: 360T021 (STS-45)
Nozzle Interface _qp4mition Clarification Form
Am,,m,nt [,_gin,_w(,)lin,p,cto,(,): L .E. /_'//.-K_'--._
| | |
Part:. 0 Fo_mrd F.xit Cone (Forward End)
O Thro,t rang (Aft [nd)
[_Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet I_ng (Aft End)
0 Now Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forumrd End)"







J . 3 °




















ooc N_ "['WR-60695 Ivoc
== ["_' c-4,_
SPACEOPEP.AnONS
.-_-- pos'n,_om" O_vA'noN RECORD(Pr-On)o-4
N_e In_-to-'rhn_ J_r,t (J_m #3) C_xIRk)n_ W_k,h_t






_. _ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Intentxl Nozz_ Joint Condition
.__._-,o.: _moTo,,(_s-_) { _ _ (*) i ore: 4--7-9 Z_
.,_.,,_.,w_F.j_i,_x(.)nmme_or(,): L.E. WI_/_&'-._
Jolnt: Throit_ Exit Cone (Joint 04)
Int_ssai Ne--,k_ .Joint Obmwvatlk_nm Yee Noyf _ •
A. _ _ W._, m'v ('r_t,xl. "rl,,rm_)? __
IL KI'V Not 8ek)w Chllr I=ine?
c. mr_To the _ _? _ / .
,r unc.r_ m_n _i.
F, Voids _l_ln KT'V? ,,, •
L _ Affected o¢ Eroded VIrotn COP, GCPISOP, o¢ edheelve?
j. Oenx_d mmoacs? v_
_ _mne F.doe_? u_e _ Form. _ . 2..
L. _nolc. Ax_av o_=_ed From Hou_? _"
M.xe_ Nfected Melai? _.
N. Untxmded or _ Px/nt? t,f.
o, Com_km? _ "3 ,,
p. ju_nax._ _n Oermoe?
a. bcmek_ Grlee In Thnmded Boa Hck_? _
_ _k_ Xo_, Oem,Oe (Thnx_, "rhnm_n_ Co, _w_)_ _f" 4 '
S. Bem o_ Broom ac_? if
1-. _ oem.oe (Jok_ o_ Ho_,k_)? _
IklUe l C_mment_ _ ,-.. 7_
ooc No. "rWR-6069. ( i_.
|




._-_'__- No.: ___'_______________21(S'l'q_ q)
Noz_ h_t_ S4_m_ OsrtncsUon Vorm
-_ Englneer(s)nnspector(.): Z...
p,,,: B1r_d _ Corw(_ lnd)
0 _ P._no(An End)
0 Aft _ PJ.o (A. F.nd)
kV //_/_E"s
I
O _ cap (Aft End)























l ''vl C- i;.q
CO_T/ON
SPACE OPEP,AT_
Motor No.: 3eOT021 (STS-._)
k,m,ment F.ngJnee,'(,)nMpector(,): /_, _".
!__ rang(a. sn_)
O Tt,_t u_.et Ping (r-onmrd End)
ri Aft u,iet rang (Aft End)
Nozz_ Interface ,_awution C_ffk_tion Form
I s_.: _ (,) [] R_ (,) J_.: ÷-'7-9 7_
O Nose cap (,at End)
O Cew_(Fonv,._ End)"







D. Within GCP *G. Adh_lve-to-SCP
E. GCP-to-CCP *H. Wlmln SCP




Commpondkq Cenvnent Numaer(,): :2.
ml
ooc -_ TWlit--6069 S I "q="
CORPORAF/ON
SPACEO/'ERAT/O_
GenerlU Hxrmmm Cl_mcxtlon Form
i | J
Mot=, No.: _ro=_ (s_-_) I Ski*: [B_C,a (A) i"1 ._M (.)
Ammmme_ Engineer(s)nnq_ctor(e): L,_'. _//--J_-_=)
t =,to: _F- "7-9 7--
I





oocNO. TWR-(d)695 I _"
mc I p'_ E_-6,_
_F, Lo#(_.4_ CORPORAnON
SPACEOPER4TIO_
Po_rRJGHI" OI_ERVATION P_OORD (PFOR) O-6




(:_rl_cstkm Form Psge No.(.):
ooc NO. TWR-60693 I




pos'rMJ_ OImERVA'nONRECOm) (PF_) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Co_ltl_
I s,.: 4-7-9z
Joint: Ntnndmn0-t__x._ (Jo_tS)
InterredN,,,_¢ Joint Obmr_. tlonm. Yee _/, Comment #
A. Gm _ _ the KTV Crem_n_ed. Through)? _,/
B. RTV Not Bela, w Chl' Line?
C. RTV To the _ O-ring? v_ I
O. RTV 1_4t the Primluy O-dno? If
S. _ RTW Ii.
F. V(_M Within Rlr'v? , .3
o. Fore_n M.t.._? y_ Z
H. Heat _ o¢ Eroded Virgin CCP, G(_ISCP. or _Klhesive? _'_ i •
v_
D_mmed Phenon_? y_
J. Scndnne ZdOe Sep_xm=ne? U_ C_._k=t_. Form. |if
L. Heat Affected MetJ?
M. Untx)nded or B/hltored I_lnt?
*- ..
o. A_nnxmt P_ Oenvm? _'_
p. _ Gnlttm In Thruided Bolt Holee? _J'_- .
Q. m_t Xo_ Oem.ee (Through. 'l"hmmk_n_J Coa _.er¢)?
R. Bent ¢_ Brolmn lloltx? V_-
s. Me¢,i _ (Jolt, or Xm,_)?






[-, Im0Sl14,,1_" OSS_ERVA_N RECOI_I) (RFOR) H












,amlnmV P_q(,)? ------ -..--.-No Praiknlmu_ P_AR mm_U_(,):
',. _ r_m_(.)? __._._Ym __---_o C:urmad_ FromPug, No.(.): _-/O
m_
o_c No. TWR-6069.5 I'_oL
mc i _ C-IO
CO#IPO_rION
I:le:dble Boot Cavity Chu_ic_ion Form
| 0 um I D_e:









[_mdbll P_-_dno. _ Im_Mte_m,. lad Noa¢ Obiarva/lae_.
s. _ _ u_ mnr_ PrommN_
C. lkm, l_l _ I.laJ !_ or EroSion OU'Nw
N Cowl Vq_ndlI,Iol4t I.ocl_k_m?








14ut _ to t_l f4exil_l llQ_l?











_o__ p_/_zT_ _, 7- _,_,.//:.,.#_ __..
.-.,--- _ III_'_(I)? /Yll = NO _ Ill,lit HIIIIIIIr(I): '_C- 0_"
r-orm(_)? __Y_ __No _ Varm _ N_(m):
m_
oo_ NO. "T'W_-60693 l'w_.
OL_ I P_ C-ll
CORPOP_nON
SPACE OPERATK)NS
-_ _GHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-g
,. Fle=ible 8eadng Protector Thir.Jknm Me_urmments
I Flec_xd the Fl_ble auring Pmtectod, G_ Impingement Axle Thk=kn_s Me4uMa_men_ (see flgurm) Below:. |
Thk:kne_
Oegree L_mKnent Oegru _ Degree _t
L_mt_n "A'" (U_ee) kmmUon "A'" (U_m) LmmUo- "A'" (U_e=)
o .(oo_, _=o _ 24o _ _S'
1o 3o t" I_0 _o_" .. 2so .-I_Y
20 :1 0 ½ i, 140 -_,0 _," 260 ."tQ S"
30 .70--I" 110 ":1.C)cl u 270 _tO _
4o .-!o _," 1so .'/ON" :me _" ,
so "1o S" 170 ,_0o" 2so ,'t_o'
so .'Io 'I", 1so .'1o:_" =oo ]_u
IO . &"_7 "" 200 .'10"1" =20 .'_ D"
i
Nmee I Cow.minim
• =A" I_ me mlnlm_n _ of tho be_rt_ protector
k_lne w#h the ¢m_ wmt hokm. It _ to me










f lsos'rR.JGH'r OlmS_AllON RECO_ (PFQR) C-10













P<:_rFt._3HT OSSmWAllON RECORD (PFOR) ¢--11
Outer Boot Ring Char end Erosion Nki_u_45_nts and Fledble Boot condition
i i
rk_r No.: __2._r021 (STS-4S) [ S_: Loft (A)
:_.____._,_ _(,)_m,ctorle): /..._. J_//_.Y--_--_
_-v4bll _L.__ IOutm' Boot Rlrm Seoarxtion O_tionl,
A. Hut Effects In Boo, Olin Sep,mti_?
I _ q..,/4- _) 2_
Yoo No Comment #
emmmmmmm
Record the Outer 8oot I_ Chu end Emek_ _ts Below:.
Station 0* 90" 180"
Location F.rod_ Char F.mek_ Char Erosion Ctw
:.0 ,,V,,O l._Z:'_ ,,e/,_ .8.s"" _o_ ,6_"
,.0 #.oo .g3.. ,o/ .BZ _. ,_
m.0 o.,_o ,g_ ,o z ,8'/" o,e:_ .6:c_
_._ 0.0,o .gS'" .oZ.- .,e',e ¢_ • _:_
/,. 8 H/P N_ ,,v& /.Z_- ,v,e. Na
a _ _ m
















PfAR(s)? __ re, _-- No
._atk_n It.ohm(e)? __ Ye, _ No
PFAR Number(s)"
ClmelcscJ_ Form Pseo ms.{s):
m_
0o_ NO.
. . . .
_nON
SPACS O/'e_TIO_S









-.-- y** _ _ l_.4m mmmlr(s):
• _ Form(s)? .___._-Y_ --.------No _ Form Page No (I) _--"/_'--'_
_oc NO. TWR-60695 I _x- ,
_ seo I _ C-15
De_ime VoJd_ze
Loatk_ Ax_
(I /, oe , _o
3_ 7..- o,_o I.oo,,
mm
== l ,,',,_C_,,..c',,e
-_ _ OBSERVATION P,I[CX_FIO(Ptlq_) G-12
• Noand, alull**_vd_ _ 8oncnln, Condition

















Record llortdline Adhm Void Measurements and l.ocltJoneBelow:.
Void Size Location on lk)ndin9 Surface



























o_ No. TWR--.60695 J
- 1"__/_
CORPO_TOV
/"" Nozzle Sull_meml_y Bondllno Adhesive Void Clwtfl_ti_ Form
I__---_. ____._:d__:_ :-_:, t
llondlln4 Adhe_Iv_ Vc_ll Me4uMr_rnents _ _
I)egrm Void _ _ on Bonding _rf_e
_ Circ. _Fmm _ Aft
INIot_ I Comments
__1 _ N_N,nbar(.): /
oo¢ No. TWR--60695 I_o-
"-"-- _ - ' i"'c.-/_,_,
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERATK)NS
-" "_ PO_I_I.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Noag_ Subammmbly Phenolk: Bondllne Condition







• -_,._,.._ '_.,Act- DegreeLo_tk)n
qo
qq






lil-,_l l.k_sina Bondline Surface Observ_tlonn:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in _?
C. Corrosion?
O. I=omlgn Materbl?
Yee N_ Comment •
v
u,"
_nimwy PFAR(s)? _ No
-. _ r-_m(s)? ._/__ Yee __ No
Prelndne_ PFAR Number(I):
_ ==',me_.(,): __-/TA
ooc No. "I'W'R-6069$ I_t.





,,...,mant _g,....(,),,.._,_to,(,): _. C..\o.._- ,.'_-i, _'r_.._-_
Nozzle Subassembly:. _.lr. oc.3( --
Record 8ondline Adhesive Void Measurements and LoclUons Bek|w:
Nozzle Suba_mmbly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Degree Void Size Locatkm on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Orr.. Ol_u_m From F'wd
















:- _c_r ons_vA_o..=con= (pr_,) c-_=
( Nozade _jbmmembly Phenolic Bondllne Condition
MotorNo.: 360T021(_)I Side: Loft(A) IDot.: _-'/'_"_2, "i
Phenolic Subsmmsbly: Aft InleUForwm_l Nooe Ringt
u
I


























mmoa¢ Romo_ P_h==: N//_ ¢
Metal Housirm Bondllne Surfa_ Observations:
A. Soot?
Ik Voids in AdhuJve?
D Foroqln Material?
II
/ Comment= /,Hotel vo;,b J_"'_* l"/ o_
# •
meJ;_..A _.orr,s_,e /4
Yee No Comment •
/
i
_,,; C;_//_, p_. c/q//
:.--- _ PFAR(=)? _ Ne
i) - .," II









_-_ _ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 0-12
Noz_o SUlXU;I¢Nt_Iy Phen_k:: Bondline Condition
Mo,o,.o.: 3_r0:1 (ms) I s_,: L.. (A) J 0,,.:
Phenolic Subueembly: Nose Cap



























\ _ Irmmlml? _--& Yu __ No
Pmlmkwy PI'AR Numls_(s):
I
F_m Iq_ No.(.): C-lq/f
mm
lC i p'.'_ C-19
CORPORAnON
SPACE OPERATK)/_G
/ Nozzle $ubmm_bly BoMIIno k:lhedvl Vokl Cbrifi_tion Form
i
II
.o,o,.o: 3.T0_ (m-_) Js_.: _,. (A) [] ._h, (.) I o.,.: 4-/7- qZ
,....m,.,t E,,=,,..,(.),,..,_o,(.): 0- _e/._j I- /_;/ler
I
Record lk)ndllne Adhesive Void Measurements snd _t Below:.
0egnm V(_l Size I.m:atton on IMnding Surf_=e


















o_ ,_. TWR--60695 Jv_.
/
CORPORATION
* _ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzte Sub,s.H_mbly Imeno4k= 8ondllne Conditkm
i m













Metal Housino Bondllne Surface Obsw_ttons:
A. Soot?













Nozzle Subauembly llondllne Adhellvt Void C_mriflcation Form
Motor No.: 3601"021 (STS-45) [ Side: [_Left (A) [] Right (B) I 4-Date: /0- 7..
A,,o,,m,nt rr_in.r(,)n.p.ctor(,): L. /_'/I../_-.S _, _ S
i mm ml
Record Bondline Adhu4lve Void Memmurernentl and I.ocltlons Below:.
Degree Void Sizt I.o_tkm on Bonding Surface
Location Axial C_rc. Ol_lance From Fwd
_;I Z,_ 0.¢o o.oo _/
Z2-1 _'_ I,_o o "I_ o.oo
Z_O #'_ _, .cO _, 7_ "Ar''1_ o, eo "
_o _ D, _ 2,_,o _;e#" o. o_
2. _ _ o, 7D _, C>o_'_ o. oo ""
Z _o ,k- /._ o, _o o. oc> ""
"__0 o, #o 1.2o _'_" _, _
i
Aft
C4_me_ Number(,): / _
ml




-.-----+ POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--12
• , __l,_,_,loSu_l__mmmblyPhenolic Bondllne Condition
+.+
-_;_ ,o.: _+m-r0=l(s'= _) I sin.- _,a (A) ! D,t.: ,_ - / 3 -_
+A.-_-_,m__ent Engineer(u)/InlpectorC,): ]... J_/].._"5 / /_. /4_/]../__-,_
?i
Ptw_k= Subm,emb_. Fixed _ ,t_wnmy
ii






















_ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) @-13
. c_-..__rangPS.m.= (scP) sectu_ C_dltlon ]
A. Crmm-ply cracking In virgin material?
. / _
I. my lim_?
the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurernqmts Below:.
Slatlon O* 90* 180" 270"
I.ix_Uon Erosion Char F.rmlion _ Ermlion Chit Erosion Char
o._ . I b .7"7 . _ 3 .(,'1 . _.'_ . l, 6 . , l l, . _1
H
_.o .2o .')_/ .2"7 ._,5 .25 .71 .19 .6 _.
2.0 .2.5" ._o .$Z .(,_ ._I .['ql .T_3 C,2.
3.0 " ., " " _ " "
4.0 ,_'/A ,,/_ ,'z'7 ._2 .-,,/ ,_-'/ .z(, ._3
,.0 _/A _,/_ ,j/,_ _/,_ _/_ _,/,4 _,/,_ iv/_
,.0÷ _ /.oF ._ . q8 _,I_ .qc _,7,s /._
...--/%. ./,, .p
• Yee _ Station: . Degree:Mmrgin o! Safety_
_r





./ q . "/ (P
.if .'I_
.2 "7 .'l =;
____ . IA
_,1.4 ,, I_ _,/_
_- _ /.// _ ,'.03
• ",.toryeFAR(,)?_._____Yu __ Pr,WW,Wn_ Pe,_qN,nWww(,):
.mind.ion Form(_)? Yu /.,,,'No _ Fom_ _ No.(s):
ooc N,o. TW'!1-60693 I




POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
F.x# Cone Pheno.c (CCP) Section Condition
_._-'.c---No.: 3__,_T021(STS-',_,',) [ _ L_ (A)
;_-__--_,_n_ontsn0,n..r(o)_u,,_'to,(,):t_._._. ¢_-_..
Fo .r_s._.,dExit Cone Phenolk: Seatlon
A. Cn)N-ply cracking in virgin rmltede;?
B. Ply lifting?





















































Fixed Housing Phenolk: (CCP) Section Condition
.s_.z'.orNo.: 3___tW021(_5) I _e_-e: Left (A)
.J-4_.___.ent Engineetr(I)llnlpector(I): _ .(:_rJl(: L
• I
I___.__ 14_umin O Phenolic Section Qbservationm
A. _ (:rocking In virgIn mtedal?
L P_ .ftag?
Yee No Comment •














0 • 90 e
ErotJon Char








































OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--16
Throat Inlet Amm_bly Pheno;i¢ (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 3__m21"021(STY, "_S) _,J_e: Left (A) Date:
A,-_nent Engineor (s) Ilnspecto¢(e):
Thr-,..._, Inlet A__,__mblvPhenolic Section Observations:
A. _ ¢recJdno in virgin mterhd?
8. Ply mr,ing?
Yes NO
Recoil the Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char 8nd Erosion Measurements Below:.
mme_a_ MergIn 04 ,qafoty?
StetJon 0 ° 90° 180°
Location Erosion Char Erosion Chair Erosion Chair
_.o o_/_ I_!_, _ -_--_ _
2.o i,j_ ,it) I._ ./,_ _
4.o 1.t(,, ._ /. I_ _ _ .G_.-I
o.o _.jq ._, I._ _ _
o.o _ ._ t._t_ • (_ _
lo.o I, I I _ i. IC/ .5_" t_ i_ ._'_
_=.o t.l_ ._ I.It ._o I.f'_
=0.0 .?1 .'_ ,"):_ _ .'_'_ ,'1_-
22.0 .,./.._ ._ _ ..-_ ,,..t_ .'_















oroilmina_PFAR(.)? _Ym _ NO
"-'__ r-_(s)? _vea _V_ NO
Pr_iminmy PF.Ut Number(s):




POS'TI_.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Noee Cap Phenolic (COP) SecUon Condition
Left (A) Dete:















































C_dflcstion Form PUS;. No.(s):
mm
ooc NO. TWR--60695 Jvat.




PO.qTFI.IGHT OB._ERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
__-cl N__,3_e_Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Phenotk= (CCP) Section Condition
Station 0" 90° 180"
Loc_tlon F.r_ion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
2s.o .;,'J /.,,,/. ,.6c' .;,s
3o.o ,92. .d7 . _o _ .g5 ,7.v"
32.0 .#S ._o .g,_ ,v'7 , g3. , ../3





• kr ., ,_
G O'/; . -
0egree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-S04) s_l Erosion Memmrements Bek_.
Stltion O° 90" 180"
location Erosion Char EnNdon Char Ermdon Char
340 .2_ . S'; .2S . _-/ . _; . _ z
_o . _ . _ o .2_ .f_.. . _'_- • p'/
_o .0_" . _ _, . P2 . .s"Y' . _'z . .";
3s.0 . ,_:_ . :; _ . ,ed' . >"7 . _'_ ..r ";_,,














'_- Po_rF1LIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--1
Nozzle Assembly Oulck4ook Condition
._-_.r,mt[r_h_er(s)l_,_ctor(,): L.E. k//L _'£'5
.I__T,4eAsmemblv Outck-4ook Ob_mrvations:
A. Metal Dmnage Due to Tnmqxxlation or Handling?
a. Phenc_ _ 6ue to Tnmlx_rtstk_ or i_mdl_l?
C. _ Matm_n
I
Yes _/ Comment #
V" /
m




...... No.: ___m_T021(ST_ _q) Side= Right 181
_-h__.nt: No4m Inlet-to-Rex Eeedng-to-Cow4 (Joint 021
pOSY_zI.IGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nme4e Joint Ohtmv_h_Mc
,4. i _q,_tmkm k_ me Krv _orn_n,ted. T_)?
B. wrv Not Below _ Une?
L"-
C. RTV To the Pr_wy O-ring?
O. RTV Put me Prbnlry O-dng?
E. Uncur_l Ki"V?







Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
Dern_ed Phenc_k:s?
BondUne Edge Seperstlo_.s? Use Chutflcxtlon Form.

















_ or Baxtored Paktt?
Corroekm?
ExcuxJve Grebe kn _ Bolt Halee?
l
r-
ha Ho_ Ommme (Thrmmh. _k:_ Coa trims)?
B4mt or Ilrolmn lion?













Gene_ I_'dmre C_dfk:atlon Form
mm
i
¢4mmm_sns cm,m_m N.,,_(.): I. ?.-
oo¢ NO. TW]t-60_9$ I v_.
== [,*_ c.-z_A
__ __ Joint (Joint #2) __ _ W__








____ Yam _No _ _ _(u):




POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) 0-2
Internal Nozde Joint Condition
--6) I s..: (.) I D...:I
_,_t_r No.:




Gu _ In me ITTV ('TorminamKI, Through)?
EL RTV Not Below Char LJne?
C. Krv To me Pdma.y O-dnO?
O. RTV _ the Pdmo_ O-dng?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
a. G,I_o _ m'V k_ml?
L Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP. GCPISCP. or a_mive?
4. 0_d _tw_,?
K. _ Edgo SoqDerxtkmo? Uoo _tlcn Fo_.
I.. p_,,oScs ,_,dsW 0_¢ed From House?
M. Heat _ Mets/?
_'_ / N. _ cw mstet_cl Paint?
O. Cacros_n?
i,. ,_k_,mentP_n0_,*oe?
G. _ Gnmse In _ Ba_t Hol_?
n. lk_ _lole Oemsge(1"broth. _ CoaImwt)?
S. Bent cw Brakxn Bolts?

















_ lUfAR(o)? __Yoo Pmnmln._ PVARNumb.r(e):
0 Thn_ rang (_t _)

























f ..... po6mJO_ff 0_mSRVAT_NR[CORO(PFOM)C-4
. _ _.t-to-Thro.t _ (,_t *3) Cond_ _ Wod,_
" I
_;_.-No.: ___,_'021(S'rS--._s) I _-'_--: Right (U) D,t,: _--/"- _
Sketch Obter_btioml Below (Include _ and _zu of 8ketched feeturlo):
' .... 41rlflcltlo_ Fm_(|)? __ Yea
' Ieo¢ No. TWR--6069S
m__ z I_ C-32
__b____t:71_roat*to-Fonmrd Exit Cone (.Joint #4)
Interred _l_e Joint Obsermti_ Ylm No
A. Gain Iqmetmtkm in the RTV (Terminated. Through)?
B. RTV Not Bek_ C_ar Une?
s_ To the P_nary O-d_? If
I/"
O. _ _ _ _ O-_g?
F. Voids Within FITV? v_ •
x. Forth M_,rUd? v_
L Heat Affected or Eroded Virg_ COP, GCPISCP, or Kme_v_? ,
j. _m,ged _k=?
K. 8ondnne Edge Sqw,nUono? U_e C_df_:aUon Form. V"
N. Unbonded ¢w Blistered Psint? w"_
o. c_ro_m_
p. AJIJghment Pin Oenulge? if
G. [.m._ _mt. k__ 8_t _? ,,.
_ _ mummQ, (Through, ___)? _"_"
s. 8em or lkolum 8olts? --w_--







_- ,,.Imliwy PI'rAR(o)? _ ye, _ No Pmlmim_ I_A/I Numl_(s): '_'_- "a _ ,,-
,.. _r-orm(s)? ._.,..,..Y** ..__.,_,No a.,,m,=m_FmmP, meNo.(s): _ _33,,a,_ '3 ..-
oo¢N_ TWR-(_9$ !_




A_,-_,tsment Engineer(s)nnspector(o): L. ,_.
I
P_rt: [_o.mrd f.xlt Cone (Forw_d End)
r"l _ PJng(Aft End)
O Aft _t R_ (Aft F.nd)




0 Cod (Fomwd End)"































pen: Q _ Exit C_o (Fm'mrd End)
_"_Throst Ring (Aft End)
O ASt_ot rang(A. End)
NoandeIntetfaco Sepa_tkxt Cbutfk:atkm Form
I InSide: [] Loft (A) _ RIG" (8) I Date: _- 7-- _ _--
D Nmm Cap (Aft [rid)
Q Cod (Formrd [n_)"



















pOSTFMGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-S
Thro,t-to-Ponnrd _n Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition 0.twJng WorkshNt
C_dflcstJo. r-ram(s)? __ Vee Form _ _(*):
m_ I _ C-34
CORPORAnON
SJ_E OPERAT/ONS
PO_s'rtl?jGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Intemal Nozzle Joint Condition
..m,,_r No.: 3_,t_T021 (STS-45) Side: Right (B) Dete: ÷-7-9
Joint= Jut F.,,d RIns_to-r,_ _ (J_t *S)
Intamal _N_e Joint Obsm_tim_. Ym No Comment #
v"A. G_ Pen,tmkm k_the Krv (T_ed. Through)? _____
O. m Not k, low CS'..'Une? _ . •
C,, RTVTo U_ Prin,wy O-.dno? _ -.
O. R'T'V Pet the _nwy O-dngt _ .
t u,,_,.,d R'T'V_ II" .. •
F. Voids Within RTV? 1," / ,
Fo_gn M,tw_t
H. Hat Affected m' Eroded Virgin CCP. GCPZSCP. or _lhe_? v'"
L O.m,md P_,o_?
j. mmdm_. [dg. SepmUons? U..C_mc_mForm. v" .
K. ram,k= _ [X.l_:ed From Xo_._? if...
I.. 14_ Affected M_al? V"
M. _ _ Immml Iqdnt? _"",
N. Con'o,km? v' ..
O.._k_m4mt _ Dam_? v"
p. _ Grlse kt _ Bolt HoWl? if
O. Son _kde Den-me ('nvough. 'nvmde_k:d CoU Insert)?
Iq. 8ee,t or Brolm,n 8olts?
s. Meal Oe,rmme(J_nts or _k.Jsinos)t
Notes ! Comments
J
."-" r_m_Tmi'y PFAR(s)? __ Yee r No I_ PFAR Number(s):
'%,,.
r-ram(s)? _.___ vu v"_No _ _ _ No.(,):
CORPORATION
SPACEO_T_
Pos'rt_LIGH'r OBSI_VATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint/5) Condition Drawing Worksheet




Sketch Obmttons Below (include Iocetlone and _lm of sketched featuree):
Inner Boot
meg (GCP)
Ir_rm(s)? _ Vee Form _ I_(.):
m_




Cod Insu_tl_ __e_...e.t Ol_._tlon¢
A spdn¢ _ _ com_ ThmuOh ._e Co_ Se0ment?
8. Nxmcmml Hqmt F.JfeL--mor F.rm_cm?
C. S_ot 8etwNn the Cowl Segment sad Cow( Housing?
O. lkmdline F_ilure Mode? Dmta Collection 0nly.




oo¢ No. "l'Wit-64)69S J_.




Flexible Boot Cavity ClartficMion Form
I _'_--" O llft (A) [_lUght ,.) I _":
Ae/. -__-_-,-,&.-;: Er_..-.'-.-__- -_'_($) Iln__epe___or (I): L.,E. k_,//--F-_" _
4-7-_z-








m I "_ _- _')',9
CC)N'O_TION
SPACEOPERATR)J_
po_l_uGi, n" O_ATmON _ (PFOR)
FlexllMe lleut_l, FiexllMe Bidng Protector0 and IRedble Boot Condition
.__,_.: ___wrr02s(STS-4S) I Side: moht (S)
,_,..mme_ F.nO_4mr(s)nmmector(.):/..,_ k/I/- K._"5
F__,,e_.a m_-___--lem.B,,_,lno Protector. imd Boot Ob_wvatlons:
A. BemtnO Protector Burn-Tlhr_h?
s. _ Thro.oh U_: S_._O P._-,or?
C. Beodno Protector Hit FJfects or _ Omer
ot _ Vent Hole Lo_?
O. Soot Between the _ Pmtector Imd Fie)dble Bemtng?
E. _ Effecte to the Flexible llldng?
F. Bent or lhx_k_n Beefing Protector Bol_?
G. Flexible Boot Bum-Through?
x. _ He_ F..ffects or _ to mex_e Boot m?












.-.-_ _ PFAR(s)? -- Yu _ No l_mmniniyPIF,S, R Numil_r(m):
_m
o0¢ NO. _--60693 I v_.
_¢ i _ C-38
CO/_q_AT/ON
SPACEOPER4TKWS
I_0_t'IR.IGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
I IRexJble _ Protector _ Meesuren'mnl_
Thk:J_me "rhk:lme_ _m
DegrmD _ Degree _ Degree Melmurement
LoCSUOn "A"* (1Inches) Locltlon "A'* (Inches) LocsUon "A"* (inches)
0 .'_|0" 12o .'1t°l " 240 n,3"
10 .'1I'l *' 13o "_,_.i _ :m0 /1 _l"
so .'11_" _se ,'i I ',,I'_ uo .lo 5"
40 ."t I_ v 1(10 _ 13" 380 ."tI_"
so .'11,t,v 1_ ."1I_" :too ,_OS"
6o _. 05" _w _o B"' _0 ."11(e"
,';I0 8" _ _ o _" _o .'1_, _"
90 ._ I_ v 210 .'l I_/" 330 "_ t'_"
_oo _)" _2o ,"1,0_" _4o ._o_."
l.so .'1tS" _m .'/__," 3so ."11_,"
* "A" b the minkmum thk:kne_ of the b_utng protector






(:_adflcaU_ Form Pig. No.(_):
_m
I
ooc -o. TWlt-60695 I vo_
_l¢ |ID*,GI ,,... _,,_
l
SPACE O/m_nONS
IzCSl"FU(ZHT OSSeZ_A'nON P.scoRo (PFOR) C--10











8EC ! _ C-40
CORPO_nON
SPACE OPE_nO_
r'_ PO_rlRJGH'r OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char and Eroolon MelmJmmeflts _ Flexible Boot Condition
i
Motor NO.:
k..mmem enoI,eer(.)nnspector(.): L ,E, k,/IL.._-_
i
F'lexlbleBaot/OuterBoot Rlna Se_
A. _ EffectsIn BooUOlm Squamtkm?
Recoil the Cuttw Boot Ring a_w imd _ Id_mJmmm_u
Yu No
Station 0e W e 180°
Locxtkm F.rmdon Char Emek_ Char F.roekm Char
s.0 ,o3 ,go _::_ ,8_-
,0.o ,0/ ,?_ o._ .Sz
,.s /V_ 0,,_ ,77 _,oo ,2_}
c,,..v.r..e ,_',e- ,v_ ,v.q- _ ._.._-_ ,,;y,.r--












m_.uv. Mugln o_S_y_ Yu _ No _gr_:







-, _ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12Nozzle $ubueembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
i I i I |
_,.o.: _r02, cm--) i Sk_ p_ (,) I 0": ÷-__O- 9 r--
Pheno_ Subm.mdd_. _ F._tCone _







_¢ocd Secondery Boncmne IrJkn Mode Percentile (After FtemovJ of Remaining Phenolk_):
.,_.-__1H,_,__-____,mB_tdllne Surfa_ Obu_atlom_.
A. S4x_?
IL Vald0 In Adhesive?
C, Canteen?






ooc No. _-60695 I v_x
SPACE OPERAn0t, G
Nozzle Sul=4mmmbly Bondllne Adhesive V okl Cllu'iflc_Uon Form
I •
Record BondUne AdheeJvt Void Memmrm_ents lind LocaUons Below:.
oqme " Void
Azlsl
"C 1.4a , 5-5
2.2 _0 I.00
17 a /,oa .5"5"




location on Bonding Surface















O4mmll _ Oadflc_IJon Form
ml
i
oo¢ No. TW_--6069S I,_,.
,.c I ''_ <..-_Z
_TJON
SPACEOPERATR)NS
( OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12Nozzle Subasseml_y Phenolic Bondllne Condltk)n
plw._c Subsnemb_. Fmv_ F._ Cone Asxm_
i i









_ecord Secondary lk)ndllml Failunl Mode Pwcentage (After Remov_ of Ren_lnlng Phenollcs):
Deem LocaUon
Metal Housine _ Sur_sca Observations:.
A. So447











Yes _ No _ P_AR Numb_(e):
i







Nozzle Subassembly Bonclline Aclhe_ive Vok:l Cladfication Form
Motor NO.: 360T021 (STS-4S) Side: _ Left (A) Right (B) Date: L_ .. IO'q_
Sut.membty:.
Record BoWline Adhcmt_ Void IVleuumme_ and Lo_tk)ns
Degree Void Size _ on Bonding Surface
location Axial Ckr¢. Distant, From _ Aft
/srq .7o .4_ lS._'
.,_:_._".% ,-7_ _4. I /
_77._ _.oo ._o 7, I
;c_. _ ._,o .40 :_,._, 1







pheno_ Subs_a_b_. "nvoet .*_emb_
I
Record Primary BondUn_Phenollc Feaure Mode Peccx_age (After Hydrolese _ Wedge nemo_):
• Oegroe .ocstlon
06S_VA'nON _COR0 (proM) C-_2














MOt_ Housina Bo4nmineSurface Obtervaflon_,
lb. Soo¢?
B. Volde M AdheelveT
C. _T
O. _ MatedeJ?
Yu _ Conv,ncmt •
"o.






Nozzle Subammmbty Bondllne Adhesive Void Cbulfication Form
I I





4 I I.O _.__o













C4mmeo,._ Comment Number(s): /
mm
ooc No_ TWR-60695 Ira.
ec i _'_ _- 4-'F,_
SPACE O/'SP.AnO_S
OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--12



















r--.- N.#. _ ux=t_,
Within Adhed_
Phem_k= Remqm_ Mem(xl: _fA
A. Salt?




@ INTE_,_/_ I../_-_9'- 7z:)/I_'_VY _-oR/oS/$N










Nozzle Subalmembly Bondllne Adheldve Void Clarification Form,..-.
.,
.=o,.o.: _._0,,,_-_) I =": o _.. (_) "_'°" '") I °':_-. / 7-9
j......m.,,t s,,g.nw(.).n.p_to.(.): Z. X//L_'-5 /" P. ,_//--_
i



























OSSI_VATION RECORD (PFOR) C.-12
itozde SuM_en_y I_l_me_ 8eedane Coedltlee
=_=h_r(,)am,p,,=='(,): /_.E. W'/_ "-'_ //'c"3"_ M/LL_--I_
phenoU¢ Subenembty: Nose Cap

















Yee No Comment •
v_" /
V Z
Metal Hou_na BondllrteSurface _flonr.
A. Soot?
EL Vokle In Aclheetve?
C. Corrosion?
O. r.a,r._ Mmter_?








NO,l_e SulNr_e4_rt_ Bondline Adhesive Void Chu'ifl¢_don Form
Motor No.: 3601021 (STS_) I Side: [] Lift (A) [_ght (B) I Date: _;Z -.-/"_ --_ 7-..
,_,,,m.,tsng,.,,,(,)_,p,do,(,): L. W/_-_// P. _/JJ./-_:"_
._, s._,-e-bV Nc)_;E
II
Record BondUne Adhesive Void Meamarernenel and Locatio_
De_ree
I.e_tlon Axial _ 01ante From
_1. _" .fO ,_0 &._..
i i















" Pos'rRJC_T 08SI[RVATION RECORD (PFOR) G-12
Noa=lo Subam, mlW Im,noU¢ 8oncllla_
• nmu•
Motor No.: 304IlT0II! (STS-48) I Side: Right (8) I Olte: ,¢_-/_- _ _--.
k....m.mt F.na_.wlo)_(o): L. _,,/A- _.% _, _ s
i
a,0wo_ Sub.m.mb0_. ¢o.a A._m_/































Motor No.: 360"1"021 (STS-45)
NoxzJe Subammmbly lkmdline Adh4m/vo Void Cladflcatlon Form
J S_o: [] _ (A)
Assessment Ea'tgine4r(s)/Inq:_,octo¢($): _,.,
,ou_, suuammu_. C-a_._- ;_;_4_'1-/_
[_Ight CB) I Date: "_--/O--_ 7-.
,e.
II

























Correepot_g Commem NumUe,(s): / _--
m/
c_¢ M0. 1"WR-60_95 Ivy.
_"_ PO_rFI.JGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) eel!
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic lh_ndline Condition
Mo_,o.: 3_T0=1(m-4S) I rid.: ,_h. (,) ! O.t.:
ju..mmw,t _n0_.wl.lnnm_rl.): ,44. _L/_K / R. _S
I I I I














AI07"_': F::Ik/,U, qV_'-_O_.S_-."_No ,_, /NN_"A_ _>o7- /_A/6- - 2"o- _r_ c'_ t_a S /N£.. /_aNDZ. //v G-






M__e,qHousirm Bondllrm Surface _e,_ettonm.
A. Soot?













Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form






_o_, O. 7o b. _
_,_ O.tcO O. :;_)
Location on lk_nding Surface



















P'OS'T'Ft..IGHTOBSEI:tVA'TION RECORO (PFOR) C.-13
¢ov,t PJngPhenol_ (SCP) SecUon Coadnkm
_o_., (m-4s) i sk_ _h, CS) I D.,o: */-e 7- _Z
A. Cr_ _ in virgin nvneri?
8. Ply mng?
No Comment #
Record the Cowt Char and Ermdcn Meammn4mts Below:
Station 0* SlO• 180*
Location Erodon Char F.rwton Char F.roelon Char
o.a .26 ,62 ,30 ,63 ,'2.? ._
i •
_.o .3o .6_ ,_& ,65 ,32 -_q
2.0 ,_q .91 .3_ .6/= .3_. ._/
s.0 .3_ ,6_. .3_ .6/ .37 .76
4.0 _ _,/A _ #IA .3 _ .72
,.o _ ,,,IA_ _ .3_ .TQ
,.o_- _ I.o, ,;,IA _ _ /.09
,., , ,
NeO,VNeM_S#n_Seh_ ie,





















OBSERVATION RECORD (Pr--oR) C-.14
It.omeN F.:dtCo_ _ (CCP) Section ComllU_
...U__orNo.: _21 (s'rs-4S) I Side: night (e)
Forwsrd Exit C_-,'J_iPheno_ Section OburvsdlomI:






















0 • N °
























No Pmamlnm'y RF,eJq Nkimb_(s):
C_NScsao_ Form Ptge No.(8):
_m
cx)cMo. TW'R--60695 I





Motor No.: 3601"021 (S11-4_) J SkSo: mght (B)
I I I









Record the Rxed Houmlng Char and Emokm _ SekM:.
StstJon 0 ° 900 110"
LocstJon Eroek_ Chmr Eroelon Our Eroelon Chsr
o.o 0 /.I=3 O l./Z .o7 /./4
_.o o I.OS 0 /.o5 .OZ ,/,@7
2.o 0 .cts . t_ /.od _) .78
=.o o ._7 _.,0.._ /.03 _) ._1
s.o O .98, O .97 0 , _,
e.o 0 .<:tS:,+ /3 [)9 _ .97
7.0 o I.oo 0 .97 c) R_
,.0 o ._ o _ _ .7'_
..o 0 ._5 0 ._o __






















OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat _lot A_leml_y Phono.c (CCP) Soctlon Condition
l't I
I Throlt Inlet Aml41mblv Phenolic Section Obllrvltlo_: Y. NO Comment
/ A. Crooo-_ cmckSng_ _ mmd,_ _"
m. m,+ymmfunm? ,
Record the Thromt Inlet Ring alnd Thrmlt Ring Chit alnd __ Below:.
S_ O* 90o 180° 3'911"
_.o _ ,(,,") _ _ _.;_ .c_,_,i _ •
4.0 _ _ i.It . _1 _ ._'1 I.c_ , _"7
Lo _ ._l t. Is" ._3 i. Iq _ t. I_ ._
LO _ . _ I. I_ _ I._'_ .'_") !. I_
_o.o ,. I;:>,. .5"_ Ll"l ._I t._{+ .Sl _ .<_"-I..
,,.o t. :_ _ _ _ I- !"7 . _ ,.,_ ._+':t.
,,4.o _ . _ _.f=_ _ 1.1_ .%<} _ , "_
,o.o I. _0. -_") _ _ _-_ _ _
,,.o _ ._(o .'_. ._ .(7") _ .++ .c_
=o.o ._1 .77 .3_ .n7 .n_ .rig .11 ._
,..o _ . _'o ._ _%_ _ ."+':::t .g"_ ,_t
,.o .:_':) .'_¢ .__? .'_-++ _ ._ ,+_ ._













POSI_L._HT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
No** CapPhen_k: (CCP)Sect_ Co_l._n
A. Crooe-ply cntcklng In virgin materiel? . _( , l
8. my.e_? . ,/ I
Record the Ne4e Cap Chit lind _ Me_z_'_ Bek,_-
Station O* gO°
t.ocstJon Eroek_ Char F.roekm ¢1_
._ ._4.0 ._0( , b_ ,
,.0 ._ . (;7 .4_, ._
,o.0 ._'_ .5_ _ •<_












_ ._,,_ ._ ._
._ _.n._ ._






















• . ,.r?" ,," - _" " m .... °" --- "m
OeSImVATX_I N[CON) (PICA) @-18
k...... "_ r_ _ Ring _ Aft _ _ __ (¢¢P) S,ct_ Condition
I_h/_? • . r
Record the Forward _ Fling (-803) _ and F.ro_on MtasurimieAs
Stiitlon O° 90* 180° 370*
I.oclitlon F.xooi_ Cl_ _ Chin' _ ¢hir _ Char
20.0 /./o _ /.// . c7. /./_" •4_ ,_/,_ _/A
ao.0 _' ._ z. .6_' .... .,_o _g8 ,_'c ._ .... ,,"_."
a2.0 , _'/ - f _/ - _ z .6 o , _o . gz.. ,92 .5"_
Yoo / No Stxtlon: OeOroe:
_ .*
• ¢d the Aft tnk,t _ Char (404) and F.roqdona,uur, m,nts lSe4ow:.
Station O* 90o
I.ocmtlon Emotoo _ _
_.0 . _ .so .,_'7 .,s'?
_.0 , ,e'_". , ,'? ,_ . _.-_






._ r *'/ /,gz . _,7
No St_Jo_:
Notw I ¢onvn_mt_













NATIONAL AImONAUllCS ANO SPACE ADMmlSI"RATION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACI R.JGHT CENTER
























Ltstor r ,er 
l mcdau a
RSRM Nozzle Liner Char and Erosion Station Locations ...... D-2
List of Tables
l sc0attm
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Tab2e 11
u_-21s noss_E To CUS Joz_ Fnron_Jcs
D|elEI FIKrZIB PO|TrZRB WDD CSF
LOC&TZOI ( ZlCWES ! ( ZgClES |
AIF
O.O S.66L 4.670 0.D91 4.9 S.7
21.1 5.644 4.01G 0.048 S.i 6.7
4i.J S.lSl 0.782 O.O?l 5.1 I.S
18.4 S.6II 1.7J4 0.014 $.7 _.S
9i.i $.650 . 0.920 1.7]i 6.7 7.7
211.1 S.IS8 4.3Si 2.302 3.0 0.3
136.0 5.66B 4.J74 0.6PS 7.2 0.]
158.4 5.6S4 4.004 0.7SO 1.5 7.S
180.0 S.tl0 4.08t 0.774 4.3 7.3
202.6 S.GS6 4.7J3 0.014 S.7 I.S
22i.I S.ll2 4.054 i.ili $.2 7.0
240.4 5.454 4.J18 0.73f 1.7 7.7
270.0 5.470 S.t]J 0.541 9.1 10.5
2Jl.6 5.661 4.8t9 0.770 6.4 7.4
316.0 5.4S6 5.110 0.540 D.0 20.4
338.4 5.608 5.004 0.664 7.4 8.S
HKDZAM NKDZJUl NKDZ_JI NZMZH_q NZNZP_TM
5.650 4.803 0.772 3.0 4.3
OF 1.0 ZJ I|Q_II|D& SUm FACTOR
r, rw NO.Wv_
TABLE 12
1SRX-2111 AFT rzsLD JozrJr IrKItrOItJiJ411Cl[
IIEFIII POSTFZU NIDD ¢sr
(11c10$) (Zl¢IIII)
1.0 3.711 1.371 0.41t 5.3
11.0 ].715 |.324 0.441 S.0
]l.t 2o711 2.Ill 0.470 $.S
41.0 ].71i 2.]80 0.S00 S.l
10.0 1.775 • 1.305 0.470 S.S
71.0 2.717 2.318 0.440 $.8
$0.0 2.773 2.311 0.41] 5.1
110.0 1.777 2.211 0.4IS 5.$
110.0 2.700 1.312 0.410 5.$
131.0 2.771 2.3_8 0.410 5.1
tSO.0 2.710 1.345 0.435 1.0
111.I 1.768 1.312 0.101 1.4
180.0 1.717 2.422 0.345 7.5
lJt. O 2.715 2.315 0.310 l.l
120.0 2.71l 2.350 0.412 l.)
221.0 2.757 2.117 0.470 S.S
142.0 l.?ll 1.314 0.447 5.0
lSl.0 l. TS] 1.218 0.41S S.I
270.0 2.751 2.212 0.477 S.4
]ii.O 2.760 2.298 0.412 5.6
300.0 2.758 1.32S 0.443 5.0
310.0 2.755 1.178 0.477 S.4
330.0 1.750 1.33$ 0.117 0.1



























IPlRDZJkI8 NIDZJUI I_DZ)AI ILqZHzIq_I4 XZUZNl[PN
1.741S 1.312 0.4411 5.1 5.41
FACTOR Or 1.0 ZJ RIQOIIED
sL
Table 13
uun-zzs cur:s- rzs:.a JOZrr n_ronu_.cs
D|IREB PRgrzlE I_STFZlg NDD CSF
LOCATXOI (Z_¢lgS) (ZECIE$)
Air
2.0 2.740 |.ST2 8.104 13.4 14.3
14.8 2.S04 2.SS0 @.130 3@.0 2Q.7
30.O a.684 ].S4S 0.1|| lO.7 It.]
41.0 l.lll 1.401 0.111 L].l 15.0
IO.O 1.18S * |.445 O.liO 10.8 ll.]
71.O 3.$84 2.524 0.Z40 11.2 14.0
IO.i l.ll] 2.S$8 0.145 17.9 li.S
lil.O 2.190 2.SI2 0.120 20.] _I.O
120.0 2.604 ].580 0.006 27.0 20.0
136.0 2.00G 2.S70 0.107 ]4.3 25.1
1S0.0 2.690 1.500 0.102 15.7 2_.6
266.0 2.68| 1.S92 0.096 27.0 20.0
100.0 2.742 1.414 0.119 20.2 22.3
1J6.0 1.715 2.574 0.161 16.1 17.0
110.0 2.711 1.401 0.112 11.4 12.5
126.0 ].731 2.501 0.151 27.2 18.1
162.0 2.720 1.586 0.234 19.4 20.3
256.0 2.714 1.595 0.229 11.8 11.0
170.0 1.727 2.$94 0.119 22.4 21.8
186.0 2.714 2.571 0.243 10.1 10.0
]00.0 1.729 2.504 0.135 20.1 10.1
314.0 1.?O0 1.574 0.124 20.8 22.4
130.0 2.706 1.596 0.120 23.6 14.4
346.0 2.611 1.5S6 0.143 18.1 18.9
NZDIAII NRDZAJ NKDZA]I NZJZlq_H IU[NZNUN
2.700 1.576 0.131 20.8 21.1
or 1.0 Is I|QuI||Dk SAFITT r&¢?O1
Table 14
nsn_-zln ronv_tn rZSL_ jozrr pnronJu_¢8
DE@lEE pIEPZRE POSTFZRI NDD CSF
LOCATZOI (ZgCStJ) (ZICEES)
&Jr
3.0 1.794 2.S80 O.20| 11.S 13.4
Ii.O |.OO0 2.400 O.IO0 1).0 14.0
)O.O J.716 2.SS1 O.Z03 11.8 13.1
46.0 1.717 2.$67 0.|20 11.8 11.?
lt.i 2.T7J * ].S|O i.lj9 1).i k4.i
76.0 1.718 3.608 0.180 14.4 XS.S
9t.i 2.797 2.581 i.]16 13.0 1].J
104.0 2.7J) 2.S77 0.214 12.0 11.J
l|i.I ].TgL 1.5J] 0.11| 1).0 14.0
134.0 2.770 2.422 0.1SO 16.4 17.5
XSO.O 2.788 2.603 0.185 14.0 15.1
146.0 2.780 2.S7| 0.301 22.8 1).8
180.0 2.77Z 2.G27 0.144 15.0 15.2
lJ6.t ].778 2.S01 0.1J7 13.2 14.1
]10.0 2.770 2.587 0.183 14.2 15.1
12f.i 3.778 2.580 0.198 15.1 14.0
142.0 1.770 ].5JO 0.180 14.4 15.4
1S6.0 1.778 2.584 t.154 13.4 14.$
270.0 1.716 2.582 0.184 14.2 IS.O
286.0 2.763 2.613 0.14i li.S lj.7
300.0 2.773 2.62| 0.145 17.9 lj.1
316.0 1.758 2.S66 I.lJl 13.5 14.4
330.0 2.762 2.518 0.164 15.6 16.8
$46.i 1.77g 2.S80 I.lJJ 23.0 14.0
NXDZ&M NZDZAN HZDXAN NZIZNUll P_IZNUlq
2.779 2.S|6 0.196 11.0 12.7
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